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Westinghouse electrical systems for jet aircraft are so reliable 
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they are now standard equipment on all these commercial jets 

Westinghouse electrical systems and comfort depend on them. Westinghouse reliability has cut 
supply the electric power for most of Westinghouse systems supply the electricalsystem maintenance costs 
the commercial jet aircraft in the free electric power required for flight con- 50% in the last five years. 

world. trol of the aircraft and for other vital Westinghouse believes that reliabil- 

This is because Westinghouse sys- things like fuel pumps, navigational ity—especially in aircraft electrical sys- 
tems are so reliable. gear, warning and indicating systems, tems—is something you can never get 

They have to be. Passenger safety deicing equipment and radar. enough of. 
og tg . 

You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 
wute L. H, Nogyle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221



It won’t take much looking. We realize, you see, that with this year’s 
What’s “occupatibility”? graduating technical men, “occupatibility” 

It’s a term we've invented to express the 1 pretty important thing. 

opportunity Du Pont offers you as a tech- Learn more about Du Pont. Send this coupon 
nical man* to find the job that best for a subscription to the Du Pont magazine. 

. “7° FE EE ee ey 

| matches Your Interests and abili- | E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 
ties. You may find it could be in | — 3658 Nemours Building 
research, or scientific marketing, {| Wilmington, Delaware 19898 . | 

1 Please send me the Du Pont magazine. 1 product development, or plant | 1 
operations. | Name 

At the moment, you may not | Class__ Major___ ___Degree expected__ | 

be sire exactly what itis that you | tH 
want to do. We'll help you find My address 

soe . 1 out, by giving you actual experi- | cy State Zip Code | 
ence on different jobs. SS NR SS 

You'll find, too, that we have plenty of | *This year, our recruiters will be at your 
room for you to move around. Many — school looking mainly for: Ch.E., ME., 
Du Pont technical men have changed jobs, IE., E.E., CE, chemistry, physics and 
even switched from one discipline to an- mathematics graduates. Du Pont is an equal 
other right within the company. opportunity employer. 

Better Things for Better Living... through Chemistry 
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Dr. C. A. Wentz, Project Development Engineer, International Department. 

4a . . . . 

What led me, a research engineer, into international 

marketing? Interest, plus Phillips latitude. | 

“| joined Phillips to do research and development. | “Phillips has given me the chance to ‘create myself.’ 

had already looked at a great many other companies, | learn more and more every day about more and more 

both chemical and petroleum. | picked Phillips for its things. That’s what | like most about this company. 

research depth and diversity. | feel I’m becoming a more complete person. If | knew 

“But a person's interests change. Mine led me from a student who was interested in any of our areas*; | 

the lab to the semi-plant to process design to market __ that’s exactly what I'd tell him.” 

research to sales development . . . international. All at *To name a few: petroleum exploration and refining; hydro- 

my own instigation. All in the five years since | got carbon research; synthetic rubber .. . carbon black . . . plastics 
and textile development . . . fertilizers .. . packaging . . . LP-gas 

mee at = eeneoes h di ies f ...and many others. 

now peo o’ve changed companies five or aye 
By ‘ Peoples & Bee COMP . = Ne To learn more about Phillips, contact James P. Jones, 

six times in the same period, because their interests 

changed. That’s the difference at Phillips Petroleum. pHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY ¢puiuups 

Phillips offers the latitude, and allows you the free- 104 F. P. BLDG., BARTLESVILLE, OKLA. 74003 (66) 

dom, to grow in the direction that suits you best. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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21 4 Oxy-Acetylene PPS TSis . . . . 
6,000°F. | Welding si ZE3SiL EE Linve, a leading commercial producer of industrial 
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4.500°F. 3 - Sapphire “ig = 2S Be industrial activities. Heat, cold, pressure, vacuum, and 

| " ‘3 Furnace fi2: iS fi engineering talent are the basic creative tools used in 

ro : me = = Bs continuing efforts to develop new products and ad- 
3,800, | Pi Jet We 22 = =) Bs vanced technological capabilities. Temperatures uti- 

ee erm ge Sr] SEE Hi _ lized may run as hot as 30,000°F., to as cold as —452°F. 
= (Ct | 2:2 rheeses, = This work particularly requires the skills of Mechanical, 
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An exciting growth curve can 

be a tantalizing inducement 
for you to consider a 

like X Co 
company like Aerox. Fe ‘ 
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What's behind the curve is even more important. It all adds up to growth. But it's horizontal as well as ’ 

The first thing that you will find is that it's made up of vertical. More interdisciplinary than most people realize. 

more than a single line... more than a product line of the 
world-famous office copiers that continue to provide so We think it’s the kind of growth that makes opportuni- 

much growth impetus. ties like these take on real meaning for the new grad: 

But the closer you look, the more you'll see of the story 

behind our growth, and the opening chapters of the new FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED RESEARCH (PhD, MS or 

growth stories ahead for Xerox and its people. BS in the fields of Physics, Chemistry, Optics and Photo- : 

Now you're getting to the real reasons why we're look- graphic, and Engineering Sciences.) Emphasis here is on 

ing for more new graduates than ever in the history of experimentation and imaginative problem solving. 

Xerox — more than 400 from the classes of '66 alone. 

In the near term, we forecast an ever lengthening list ENGINEERING (BS, MS in ME, EE, ChE. Also, openings 

of products and systems for offices, schools and govern- for majors in optics, photographic sciences, mathematics, 

ments, on a global scale. Not exclusively new copying ma- physics and engineering physics.) Emphasis here is on 

chines, but also document management systems which Creativity and imaginative problem solving. : 

reduce, consolidate and distribute information, making it 

more readily accessible to the man who needs it. As fast MANUFACTURING (BS, MS in ME, EE, IE, ChE, Physics 
as he needs it. These are in our R&D pipelines today. or Chemistry. Involves instrumentation, methods engineer- 

In the longer view, the answers will come from our ing, time study and chemical engineering; cost and pro- 
deepening studies of graphic communications which em- duction control; quality control.) 

brace the entire spectrum of communications in a graphic 
sense: the formulation, reception, transmission, recording, For further information, contact your Placement Director . 

storing, retrieving, processing, copying and presentation of or write directly to Mr. Stephen G. Crawford, Xerox Corpo- 

any meaningful images. ration, P.O. Box 1540, Rochester, New York 14603. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&F) 

° e 
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Figuring on Getting Ahead ? 

We need aggressive, imaginative, well-trained men. In Sound good? If you’re our kind of person it should. We’re 
chemistry, chemical and mechanical engineering, physics, getting big—and getting big fast, but we haven’t forgotten 
marketing, accounting. If you’re one of them you'll be what it’s like to be young. And one more thing —our world- 
challenged to your limits because we’re growing so fast. wide divisions and affiliates provide the opportunity for 
Our 1964 sales were up more than 25% to over $700 mil- movement to more than 70 plants, or laboratories, around 
lion. Complacent? Not on your life! We’re already planning — the world. 

for that second billion. Why not start now? Talk to your faculty and Placement 
What does this mean to you? It’s a chance to prove yourself Director, then arrange to see our representative when he 
and be rewarded with professional recognition, responsibil- visits your campus. Or write to: Matthew Park, Jr., Super- 
ity, authority—not to mention money. And a chance to work visor of University Recruitment, Celanese Corporation of 
for a company you know is as committed to America, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, 
growing and broadening itself as you are. C_Pelaueszc New York 10036. Celanese® 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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SAAT RS De TE LTT 

THIS MONTH’S COVER 

This month’s cover is reprinted by special permission 
from McGraw-Hill Yearbook Science and Technology, 
Copyright © 1965 McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. It 
appeared in an article entitled Computer-Aided Design, 

by R. W. Mann and S. A. Coons of MIT. It is an abstrac- 
tion of the SKETCHPAD console on the TX-2 computer 
at Lincoln Laboratory, MIT. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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Are you ready 
to test your 

e e ‘ 

engineering knowledge 
with practical problems - - -? 

Stretch your mind at John Deere. You'll work on practical solutions to the 

challenge of developing new machines, materials and manufacturing methods. ‘ 

Vigorous growth in agricultural and industrial markets, both in the U.S. and 

overseas, offers vast opportunities for John Deere engineers to test their 

ingenuity and develop their ideas. 

John Deere has a 128-year tradition of growth and leadership. To continue 

this record, we need college graduates interested in product design, 

research, materials analysis, industrial engineering, methods, plant engineering, 

and reliability engineering. You'll find job opportunities match college majors 

in most areas of mathematics, science and engineering. 

You'll work for one of America’s 75 largest corporations ... first in farm 

machinery sales in the U.S. Yet, you'll retain many advantages of a small 

company. Our long-time policy of decentralization encourages initiative, 

ability and leadership. As an engineer, you'll receive project responsibility as 

rapidly as you can earn it. 

For more information, check your college placement office . . . or write: : 

Director, College and University Relations, 

Deere & Company, Moline, Illinois. JOHN DEERE Don 

An equal opportunity employer. Moline, illinois 
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the companies | 

making the same promises 

iff ? the difference? 

It is difficult! Perhaps the best and only way is to study the com- sign of spaceborne electronic and optical systems...plus 
: pany carefully—to see if its structure, range and operational world-wide engineering support systems, 

modes permit it to make good its promises. If you scrutinize Note that SES has worked out three distinct routes for ad- 
Sylvania Electronic Systems, you'll discover a number of sal- vancement, all with equal rewards—technical specialist, tech- 
ient facts that may help clarify the matter for you. nical manager, program/project manager. 

Note first that Sylvania employs the small group form of or- Finally, note how SES encourages ambitious individuals to 
ganization—within its nationwide complex of research and de- accelerate their development through participation in Division- 
velopment groups, manufacturing plants and world-wide field wide conferences, in-plant courses and seminars and post- 
engineering operation. This makes swift individual progress graduate study plans conducted on an unusually generous 
and development possible within a wide choice of current in- scale. 

house projects, The success of the SES mission—to manage government 
Note particularly the diversity and breadth of SES projects. systems programs for General Telephone & Electronics, the 

You may advance in a technical or administrative capacity in parent corporation—depends on the professional and intellec- 
any of these areas: ground electronics equipment for Minute- tual growth of its personnel. In every respect, SES has created 
man missile sites...research and development in electronic an environment to foster that growth. Be sure that any prospec- 
warfare field...electronic security systems... . . tive employer you consider has established a 
ASW systems...special purpose airborne com- ai a | “= growth climate of like specifications. 
puters for incorporation into U.S. Air Force large {. - 4 Making promises is one thing. Making progress 
scale electronic systems...laser systems...de- | y & d is another. 

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 
Total Communications from a single source through 

a Mv SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
SES LABORATORIES ARE LOCATED SUBURBAN TO SAN FRANCISCO, BUFFALO AND BOSTON 

For further information about any of these locations, see your college placement officer or write to: 
Manager of College Relations, 40 Sylvan Road, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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Caterpillar seeks uncommon quality... 

ow. in people and products 

Cat research and engineering led the way to 

“Instant Evaluation” of Vehicles 

Test drivers could bounce across the field. really be speeded up. Why build a vehicle, 

But. they couldn’t remember every bounce. test it outside and make changes . . . if the i 

Precise data was needed, on motion, vibra- concepted vehicle could be made to travel 

tion, balance, noise and seat position. Cat a ‘taped terrain’’? 

engineers found a way. They used the analog computer, simu- 
First they had to develop instrumenta- lated a mathematical model and used a 

tion for recording all those effects on vehicle taped road profile as input data to the model 
operators. —with the computer output actuating the ‘ 

Then they developed a testing method ride simulator. Now, design modifications 

that would duplicate identical conditions in are pinpointed at once. Evaluations are 
a controlled lab environment. The Cat Ride made in moments, instead of days. 

Simulator. It has a ride platform with seat That’s another example of what we mean 
and controls. A servo drive mechanism by new frontiers. If you’d like to help us 

which controls the platform. And an analog push back the boundaries of knowledge, we 

computer which directs the servo drive. need you. In research, development, design, 

That wasn’t bad. They could tape verti- manufacture, sales. Here and overseas, 

cal acceleration measurements of a vehicle opportunities for Cat engineers—all fields — 

in the field. Then recreate them on the ride are endless. 

platform. That let them study effects closely. Contact your placement office. We’ll be 

And judge two versions of a vehicle in fast interviewing on your campus soon. Or write: 

sequence—no human memory involved. College Recruiting, Personnel Development 

But these were Cat engineers. They went Dept. B, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill. 

after the next step: evaluating prototypes 

with pre-hardware paper testing. If this CAT E R Pl LLAR 

could be done, vehicle development could Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co. 

“Aan Equal Opportunity Employer" 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., General Offices, Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Americas Co., Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Overseas S.A., Geneva « Caterpillar of Australia Pty. Ltd., 

Melbourne + Caterpillar Brasil S.A., Sao Paulo + Caterpillar Tractor Co., Ltd. Glasgow + Caterpillar of Canada Ltd., Toronto + Caterpillar France S.A.. Grenoble + 

Caterpillar (Africa) (Pty.) Ltd., Johannesburg + Caterpillar Mexicana S.A. de C.V., Monterrey + Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan + Tractor Engineers Ltd., Bombay, India 
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Kambling wilh, the Ed:tor 

LT or PFC? 
Today’s college men have another excuse for their insecurity as for the first 

time in recent years the threat of losing a handy-dandy II-S Selective Service 
Classification looms overhead. 

Engineering students are generally no different than other students when the 
. local draft board is making a decision. How many of you stand to join the ranks 

of the draftee when you graduate this June? We think that too many of you de- 
vote too much time thinking of ways and means to avoid your military obligation 
rather than investigating worthwhile ways to fulfill it. 

As graduating engineers you are in demand —by industry, government, and 
your draft board. Perhaps you have serious plans for graduate study, or a job in a 

| “critical” industry, or a family of four at home—this is all well and good, but the 
exception rather than the rule. 

But what about those of you who may well become classified I-A and shortly 
thereafter attain the rank of Private, U.S. Army? It need not happen my friends, | 
for there are numerous opportunities for you to serve your country in a position 
of esteem while practicing your engineering skills. 

Today’s armed services operate with the technology that has developed while 
: you've been in school. Gone are the days of mis-matching men and jobs. There 

is a place for you in the officer corps of our Navy, Marine Corps, Army or Air 
Force. Sophisticated electronics systems, 21st century ordnance, nuclear reactors, 
millions of dollars of construction—all these and many more are the things that 
you can become involved with as a junior officer. Research and development work, 
along with graduate study at the best schools in the nation, is available. Not even 

| the sky is the limit as our officers orbit the earth in Gemini spacecraft. 

While the starting pay may not be quite what the headhunters offer, there 
are ample fringe benefits and tremendous opportunities for advancement. You 
aren't going to be wasting your time, for the experience you gain is looked upon 
favorably by prospective employers, and often counts for professional registration 
besides. We feel that the military service as a starting point for your career cer- 
tainly deserves your honest and careful consideration. 

—R. J. Smiru 

POSTSCRIPT: To recapitulate on this and previous editorials, we present a “Wish we'd 
said that” from our counterpart at The Ohio State University, Dennis Hurley: “No American 
citizen can expect to enjoy the rights and freedom that are his without contributing to the 
preservation of these rights. (Blood drives for the Viet Cong and other acts which either ac- 
tively aid the enemy or decrease the morale of our troops can hardly be construed to be acts 
of preservation of civil liberties. Nor can they even be considered within the realm of the free- 
doms we enjoy. )” 
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What kind of engineer will you be... 
e e e e 

preliminary design, design, development? 
e e 

At AiResearch Phoenix, you work as all three 
before you decide. 

a 
Your future as anengineeris ™ i eh , 2 7 

strongly influenced by your first -o wd a i, <> . g ., 

assignment. What that assign- ~ =e ; [ | 
ment will be, should be, is an a A ft r :* 
important decision. ‘ A is Che ter 

At Garrett you control that /\ ; ry » | — af? 
decision. During an eight-month eel = © “@ a Annet f a 
orientation program, you work — ales 3 < ( * BANA . 

with experienced engineers on a ae 2 \ ei ; 
variety of assignments in different c A 20s) Li ee 

areas. Your permanent assignment L Ne V6 .. “te r a — 

a  ) oa i . a 
depends on your own aptitude : - . : Fs 

and interest. : ” cc 
In preliminary design you may may work on controls systems for rewarding. You can work in all 

work on gas turbine engines, jet turbine drives, engine fuel sys- three important areas of engineer- 

engine starters, or advanced power tems, or a laboratory test system. ing on diverse aerospace products. 

systems for space vehicles. Analy- Mechanics is the theme —statics You can use your total education, 

sis is the key —and the emphasis and dynamics, materials and pro- learn more on top of it, and take 

is on thermodynamics, fluids, cesses, and graphics are your tools. part in a wide variety of advanced 5 

vibration, heat transfer, and math In development, you'll test engineering. 

to solve today’s problems. designs before they go into pro- At AiResearch Phoenix, the 

As a design engineer, you see duction. Manufacturing processes product lines include gas turbines 

your solution to a product design are examined and production for auxiliary power, turboprop 

problem take shape on the draw- techniques are explored. Every- engines for business and military 

ing board and in fabrication. You thing from nuts and bolts to com- aircraft, secondary power equip- 

mow re j plete power systems are tested, ment for aircraft, advanced space 

ti) P t iA : and your lab work and practical vehicle nuclear power systems, 

H\ A Qj nl eee judgement will pay offin thisarea. | pneumatic and hydraulic control 
we ly) oe Your career at AiResearch systems, as well as a variety of 

| A tag Mk Phoenix can be stimulating and __ related equipment for aerospace, 
= ie | war et LE <j og Teed ground, and undersea applications. . 

Pp 1) gE, §«—_—F ind out the whole story in our 
>. we oy — os - ) a _ ew nooks ees oa Future at 

etl Lt /« tin ns yee. iy arrett. Get it from your cam- 
' “ NY Ae | cS -  -* > | 4 pus placement office, or write 
oa’ Sy ~ f - a za s £4 LD AiResearch Manufacturing Divi- 

EO RN |. se y. oe ma _ sion, 402 South 36th Street, Phoe- 
AV eS af eye | em nix, Arizona 85034. 

= na?” Cat ee a el Lae 2 ° 

ee wf | is challenge 
<.. gta) 4 
ie ) pea 2 oe = S piece An equal. 

[. x 7 q N : ‘ y pr opportunity employer, 

= : ~ “=e 4 } te - a Los Angeles + Phoenix 
| Ge... 4 
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: Ultra-modern Research & Engineering Center 

at Delco Radio, Kokomo, Indiana 

e 

To Continue To Learn And Grow... 
. . . 41s a basic management philosophy at Delco Radio employes through the popular Tuition Refund Program. 

Division, General Motors Corporation. Since its in- College graduates will find exciting and challenging 

ception in 1936, Delco Radio has continually expanded programs in the development of germanium and silicon 

and improved its managerial skills, research facilities, devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative packag- 

and scientific and engineering team. ing of semiconductor products, development of labora- 

At Delco Radio, the college graduate is encouraged tory equipment, reliability techniques, and applications 

to maintain and broaden his knowledge and skills and manufacturing engineering. 

through continued education. Toward this purpose, If your interests and qualifications lie in any of these 

Delco maintains a Tuition Refund Program. Designed areas, you’re invited to write for our brochure detailing 

to fit the individual, the plan makes it possible for an the opportunities to share in forging the future of 

eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs of electronics with this outstanding Delco-GM team. 

spare time courses studied at the university or college Watch for Delco interview dates on your campus, or 

level. Both Indiana University and Purdue University write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 

offer educational programs in Kokomo. In-plant gradu- Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, 
| ate training programs are maintained through the off- Indiana. 

campus facilities of Purdue University and available to An equal opportunity employer 

solid state electronics @ 

| f Wa \ Detco Rapio DIVISION OF GENERAL MoToRS 

YX J Koxkxomo, INDIANA 
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COOKING , 

by the 
i 

4 

By JOHN FREE, ME4 

VER since man has existed, ing basic foods in a minimum of — tween material bodies as a result 
E he has had to eat to survive. time. The basic foods considered of a temperature difference. The 

However, it wasn’t until the in this report are cuts of beef, pota- energy transfer is heat, which is 
Paleolithic, or Old Stone Age, that toes, turkey, pork, sausages, fish, solely responsible for cooking. 
man started to cook his foods with and other similar foods. Sauces, Thermal propagation does not 
fire. As time went on, man learned complicated mixes, and other non- merely explain how heat energy is 
to cook more foods in many new basic foods were not considered. moved, but it also predicts the rate 
ways. Today we have hundreds, Since cooking is directly depend- at which the exchange of heat 
if not thousands, of different kinds ent upon heat energy and the takes place. This rate of thermal 
of foods. Most of these foods are speed with which the heat energy energy exchange is in most in- 
cooked in) some manner during is conveyed to and through the stances directly proportional to the 
their preparation. food, basic knowledge of heat cooking time of most foods. Heat r 

As in any job or action, there are transfer theory is necessary. transfer occurs through three gen- 

efficient and inefficient methods of eral methods, or a combination of 
doing or completing the job or THEORY AND EXPLANATION the three methods: Conduction, 
action. This idea of efficiency or OF HEAT TRANSFER Convection, and Radiation. 

inefficiency also applies to the “art” Heat transfer is that science ‘ 
whee Wg : ae : : ; Conduction 

or “science” of cooking. This article which seeks to predict the energy ' 
presents various methods of cook- transfer which may take place be- The first method is conduction. 

Conduction is thermal motion of 
heat energy which is passed along 
from one molecule to the next, in 
a body, as a result of a tempera- 

C—O ture difference from one part to 
ly _ _ some other part of the body. An 

oe . vo example would be a beef roast 
i 4 a John Free, an ME4 is from Milwaukee. He with an outside temperature of 
"in — . has had considerable industrial experience 250°F. and an internal center tem- 
eT) Lo with several large Milwaukee firms. John lives Demir’ of 140°F. Since the out- 

le at the Regent. He is a member of SAE, ASME, side of the roast is hotter than the 
a / and the Wolf River Conservation Club. inside, heat energy will be mov- 

- a ing from molecule to molecule of 
: * : . the roast from the higher to the 

“ lower temperature, This same 
ee thermal motion of heat energy oc- 

curs in all foods. 
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, N go . wt ce ert y & bees vection and conduction, molecular 
Q eet en eos ‘ agi collisions accomplish energy trans- 
y oe X ee fer. Radiation is propagated at the 
¥ AE y pee speed of light. In cooking, two 

40 wee ¥ 5 boy areas of Radiatio n have their 
2 ark Keun xy cyt Roun? greatest application. These areas 

: = a MO SKEWERS S fe SkEWERS are microwave radiation and in- 

» we x Es frared radiation. They are denoted 
= en s ie by their frequencies. The complete 

t s spectrum of electromagnetic waves 
_ 7 = varies from the lowest frequency 

TUTE - HOURS TIME -/1048 § waves, radio waves, to the higher 
oe dere eee . oo frequency waves, which, in in- 

: v eas V ee EO creasing order of frequency, are re- 
y eine \ A SO spectively microwaves, infrared, 
& beog® * v ae visible, ultraviolet, X-rays, gamma, 
& oa “ 8 aie, and cosmic waves. Microwaves are 

or 2 € e sy 2E} 6 j eC ne infrarei 5 40 fie CHUCK |, 4 iG nut benween — WAVES and infrared 
~ ee WO SKEWERS zt oy Skewes WEES: MA1cr OWANe fr equencies 

, s il 8 Wy which are used in cooking are: 

8 VY X i 1. 915 megacycles per second 

* g ; 2. 2,450 megacycles per second 

wie Hpi 70 . = 3. 5,800 megacycles per second 

We (abides 4. 21,125 magacycles per second 

» 6 fies % ed son Because of complete penctration, 
v Nel ” 1 Moh microwaves cook food evenly. The 
x (Gi x tae inside cooks at the same rate and 
® My & af time as the outside of the roast. 
4 90 1G a ki go (Ge ea Therefore, microwave cooking is 
x 140 N he extremely fast. Electronic appara- 
= iS MO SKEWERS * WG SKEWERS ta aaa : . , 
q te > Ye tus is used to produce microwaves. 
S ah X iy Infrared waves have higher fre- 
2 S § y quencies than microwaves and lie 

2 “, s = between microwaves and / visible 
FINE - Womes waves in the electromagnetic spec- 

TIME - Ode S trum. Infrared waves heat super- 
Adapted from Food Research (1941) ficially and seldom penetrate the 

Fig. 1—Time-Temperature Histories of Skewered and Unskewered Roasts with an food being cooked. Infrared waves 
Oven Temperature of 125°C. can be produced in several ways. 

Most often, the infrared waves are 

produced by a special heating 

Convection face, such as a gas burner or an een . . 
The second method of heat electric heating element in an Conduction, Con vection, and 

ce . : + . . Radiation are singly or in combina- 
transfer is convection. Convection oven, is the process of Natural Con- tion, needed to cook foods 
is the transfer of heat energy from ie The oe of a pom on, needes © ~ 
one place to another by the actual enal May aso De produce y 
motion of hot famed, such as a Some mechanical method. The me- EXAMPLES. OF COOKING 
fluid. An example of convection chanical process of moving the hot SOME BASIC FOODS 
applied to cooking is the transfer material is called Forced Convec- Examples of cooking foods will 

of heat energy from hot air pass- tion. An example of Forced Con- demonstrate how Conduction, 
ing some food which is at a lower __Vection is the movement of hot Convection, and Radiation are 
temperature. The motion of the air from one place to another by needed for the cooking process. 
hot material may be the result of the action of a fan or blower. 
differences in density resulting Beef 
from temperature differences Radiation A number of experiments have 
within the hot material itself. As The third mode of heat transfer been run concerning the cooking 
the material is heated, its density is radiation. More specifically, as of several cuts of beef. Cooking 
decreases with respect to the applied to heat transfer, thermal times, meat losses, and tenderness 

cooler material. Therefore, the — radiation is that electromagnetic | were considered in these experi- | 
warmer material rises, since it is radiation emitted by a body as a ments. 
the more buoyant. This motion result of its temperature. Radiant In the experiments conducted | 
process is called natural convec- heat waves cause heating by the concerning several beef cuts, two 
tion. Air moving above a hot sur- _ absorption of energy; while in con- methods of cooking were used and : 
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N 6 show the relative differences in ‘ 
w ‘ cooking the roasts with and with- . 
xe os AES eae? ve Bas out skewers, Generally, the times 

x het ta Oe > Mae from Table 2 are less than the 

x eS 8 Be times from Table 1 for similar 
x Ber v ae roasts, and other similar environ- 

Rgof fer 8 we mental conditions. F 
y ao CHUEK AT OVEN 5 ie CHUCK AT OVEN Surface area variation of the 
$ ae we - . ut .. roasts caused changes in cooking 

wo Le (\WERATURE OF 125 'C. x fi TEPIPERATURE OF 225. times, The length of the roasting 
& |” 3 period per square inch of surface, 

= 70 7 2345 and per pound of weight, de- 

TUTE - HOURS TUE = HOWCS creased with increased size when 4 
Adapted from Food Research (1941) skewers were used. The reverse 

Fig. 2—Time-Temperature Histories of Unskewered Roasts with an Oven Temperature of this condition was true for un- 
of 125°C, and 225°C. skewered roasts. The decreasing 

surface area per unit of cubical 
contents in the heavier roasts prob- 
ably accounted for the above men- ‘ 

compared as to the amount. of cedure was similar to that of Ex- tioned condition in the unskewered 
cooking time necessary to reach a periment No, 1. A thermometer roasts. As a result of both experi 

predetermined internal tempera- was inserted into the center of the ments, skewers did reduce cooking 
ture. The first method was to cook — meat to record interior tempera- me considerably in beef roasts. 
the beef as is; that is, without any ture and, therefore, the rate of Fuel and time were also saved. 
physical changes. The second — cooking. ‘Two tib-standing beef Skewers Reduce Losses 
method employed was to put metal roasts, uniform in size and shape, . . . . 
skewers into the beef, which was of were weighed and were measured . Despite the economic saving of 
similar type, size, and shape as for surface area. The roasts were fuel when using skewers, tender- 

that beef in. method one. In Ex- then placed on the rack of an open ness and losses from the roasts in 
periment No, 1, paired roasts from or covered pan and cooked. After the above mentioned experiments 
right and left sides of the same a desired inner temperature was are also important to the consumer. 
beef carcass were cooked well reached, the roasts were removed Therefore, data follows concerning 
done to an internal temperature of | from the oven. Since rapid cook- the relative tenderness and losses 
so°c. at the same oven tempera- ing of meat depends upon the rate of skewered and_ unskewered ‘ 
ture of 125°C., one without metal at which heat is conducted from roasts. From Experiment No. 1, the 
skewers, and one with skewers. the surface to the interior, metal shorter cooking time (skewers 
The skewers were 6 in. long and skewers were used. The skewers used) of the roasts led to less 
3, in. in diameter and were conducted the heat at a much tender meat. When the cooking 

made of nickel-plated copper. Cop- faster rate than the meat did to time difference between the 
per was used since it conducts heat the interior of the roast. Nickel- skewered and unskewered roasts 
better than most other materials. plated copper skewers were was largest, the tenderness of the 
Nickel-plating was used because chosen as in Experiment No. 1.The skewered roast was the least. How- 
copper is somewhat toxic when skewers were ('; in. in diameter ever, when the cooking time dif- 
used in cooking. Nickel also con- and 12 in. long. One-half of the — ference was smallest, the tender- 
ducts heat quite well. Six of the skewer was straight, while the ness of the skewered roast ap- 
skewers were placed in a circular other half was coiled. The coil was proached the tenderness of the un- 
fashion around the center of the used since it increased the weight skewered roasts. The data from . 
roast. Round, arm-bone chuck, and of conductive metal exposed to the Experiment No. 2 tended to 
standing rib were tested. The re- oven heat. This coil provided a contradict the data from Ex- 

sults of the cooking times were means of getting more heat to the — periment No. 1. The products 
unanimous. The skewers decreased interior of the roast in a shorter obtained using skewers were very 
cooking time in all of the roasts. time than if not used. Six skewers similar in appearance, flavor, and 
Below are six time-temperature per roast were used. The average juiciness to the products not using 

histories of the three kinds of decrease in cooking time was 6.6 skewers. A further conclusion of 
paired roasts. The statement of — min./Ib., or about 30%. The extent Experiment No. 2 was that the 
shorter cooking (roasting) times of shortening the cooking process meat of the skewered roasts was 
with skewers is easily verified by | was apparently directly propor- more juicy, more appetising in ap- 
the curves in Figure 1. In general, tional to the weight of copper used pearance, and more tender than 
when the oven temperature was in the skewers. The maximum of the meat of the unskewered roasts. 
increased, the slopes increased shortening the cooking process was This contradiction of whether ) 
very rapidly on the time-tempera- not obtained in this experiment. skewered or unskewered roasts 
ture histories of the paired, un- The economy of cooking with | were more tender was the direct 
skewered roasts. See Figure 2. skewers is quite evident, since fuel result of human testing, which was 

In Experiment No, 2°, the pro- is saved. Two tables follow which much less objective than more 
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, scientific means of testing. The per- Table 1. Length of Roasting Period and Loss in Weight of Unskewered Roasts 
, Adapted from Journal of Home Economics (1926) sonal tastes of the consumer would ee . a 

dictate, in the end, whether or not —_ | 1 sf Week’ , Loss of Wei 
skewered roasts were more tender Weight Interior Temperature Time of Roasting | in Roasting Kind of 

No. of of Raw -- Pan 
than unskewered roasts. Losses, Roast Roast |On Removal| Max. Total |PerPound| Total Fat O Open 

‘ : Gms. °C. °C, Min. Min. % % — |C Closed 
moisture and fat, were less in both Sel ea s : 
experiments when skewers were 1 967 70 70 65 30.5 | oo 

‘ 18 1446 70 74.5 74 23.2 39.9 13.2 ¢ 
used. The decrease in losses, when 17 1453 70 72 60 18.4 30.3 10.4 | c 

. 525 70 76 68 18.9 29.0 8.8 j c 
using skewers, may have been the 16 Lier 70 1 | 80 20.5 33.9 8.4 | oO 

ry 2 3 5 5 5 5 C result of shorter cooking time. Bo) mt | a | fe | ee | 8 
6 1839 70 74.5 | 87 21.4 35.3 12.3 oO 

10 1885, 70 78.5 | 92 a2.1 Cc 
Turkey ret 1894 70 1 | 98 | 235 | 88.8 c 

f] ge] BB | oR | Ba baaowe | & ‘ ere. ast rime) 5 14 2258 5 6 6 2. | 25. | 56.5. | > Here, as in the beef experiments, 4 eee 70 18 u. 15.5 Bee as | 
skewers, as an aid to faster cook- a A806 69 % 200 30:0 313 | a | ° 
ing, were used in a similar ex- pl cee eel tee Mee eee | 2 
periment using turkey meat. Tur- 

key rolls ranging from 8.8 to 10.8 
lbs. were cooked with several Table 2. Length of Roasting Period and Loss in Weight of Skewered Roasts 

Soy ° . Adapted from Journal of Home Economics (1926) 
variations. Tests were run at a —_ _ ————— eee 
several temperatures, without Interior Loss of Weight | 7 | 

‘ 5 ight | Tempera Time of Roasting in Roasti Weight | Kind of skewers, with aluminum and cop- Noot | eaght |_ Temperature HED See Be Noes ns | apt | Tepes 
” see: . . aye. Roast Roast On Re- Per Skewers | O —Open 

per skewers, and_ utilizing two ° Gus. | moval | Max. Total | Pound | Total Fat | Gms. i Closed 
cooking methods, roasting and ee ee es i el | 
braising. Four skewers were used 22 1440 60 2 | 43 13.5 23.8 3.4 | zt | 0 

per turkey roll. The skewers were a trad bo i | 4 13. 28.0 oo | bee | € 
; ‘ ide 2 5 1842 75 15 39 9.6 22.0 6.3 | 264 oO 

8 in. long by 0.5 in. wide with a 4 1935 70 70 33 Ut 19.1 , 264 | 0 
i e' = >] 23, 4304 70. 74 80. 8.4 24.6 264 oO Y% in. beveled edge along each 12 1542 60 60 46 1135 |. 15 | (O 

sj >» y e coke e. 19 1797 60 70. 65 16.4 31.9 13.0 175 oO 
side. the copper skewers each 20 1846 60 73 64 15.7 29.3 8.9 | 175 | § 

Cig ov i 25 4960 710 78 145 13.1 32.5, 175 
weighed 55 gms. The aluminum Average of All Roasts. 12.2 26.4 7.5 (5)| 
skewers each weighed 20 gms. The Average of Roasts w 264 Gri. 10.9 23.4 — 

wers 9 3. 5.26 
skewers were effective in reducing Average of Roasts w 175 Gm. | 

5 Skewers . _ 14.7 31.2 10.9 (2) | 
cooking time and_ total losses. _ eet es es ates it - 
Roasting was more effective than 
braising when skewers were used. 

There was a tendency for roasted 
rolls with skewers to be more juicy. 

i " ‘ ars ‘ - There i z ake 3 The differences in using copper or sone the ooh aa The E ie f may mabe ane ae ‘0 
; a skewers were actua ree alumi- ake a large potato at ‘ i aluminum skewers were negligible. S acmany i a eee : : 

num nails approximately ;’; in. in will be cooked quicker when 
: diameter and 4 in. long. The boiled at 212°F. The reason for Potatoes a ~ . 

we wath & _, tions. I skewers were placed equidistant the increased speed is because 
Pe a HE Previous’ see or A distances apart around the potato water has a higher coefficient of 

on ee potatoes “ms or na in the same plane. The center tem- _ heat transfer at 212°F. than hot 
asic foods. Since no ata, existe perature of the potatoes were air (as in an oven) has at 300°F. 

on the use of skewers in baking measured by a glass meat ther- This means that heat can be con- 
potatoes, I ran my own experiment — mometer. The oven temperature  vected to the potato much quicker. 
to see whether or not skewers — was set and kept constant for both The increased speed of being 
would aid in shortening the bak- potatoes at 450°F. Figure 5 shows heated quickly causes a shorter 
ing time. I chose Idaho potatoes of the results in the way of a time- cooking time. 
similar shape, size, and weight. temperature history for both pota- 
One potato was baked with the toes. Speed, using skewers, was in- COOKING SUGGESTIONS 

srease | ime iy ere . . ire creased approximately 15%. Here, From the previous experimental 
2 Syl ui: yer, “Effec al Ske ) ents. . Sylvia Covers, iitect pa Skew. a in the other foo ee ae data of the three basic foods con- 
ae oe ee ee . there was a saving of both time sidered I should like to, at this Beef,” Food Research, Vol. 6 (1941), and fuel when skewers were used mg. ‘ > pp. 233-238. TI ot ‘ ‘ ted th i ; point in the article, make several 
: en he potatoes taste he same. sstions in the use of met: ? A. Morgan and P. Nelson, “A Study Sine YF _ ther sans of suggestions in the use of metal 

of Certain Factors Affecting Shrinkage ance ere are other means : skewers when cooking. 
and Speed in the Roasting of Meat,” cooking potatoes, and the experl- . 
Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 18 ment covered only baking of pota- Cooking Beef with 
(1926), pp. 371-378. toes, the theory behind boiling po- Metal Skewers 
F *y. Bi poe a ates and J. tatoes will be considered next. When roasting beef roasts at Fry: “Effec » Me a . ° : 
Pty; bect. oF Cooking: “Method, and Besides taste, size, and intended _ least three Ibs. or more, I suggest Skewers on Quality of Turkey Rolls, ae C Poultry Science, Vol. 44, No. 3 (May,  USe, the reason for boiling potatoes that metal skewers (at least four) 
1965), pp. 789-793. is primarily that of saving time. (Continued on page 32) 
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The Use of 

SOIL-CEMENT 
j 

for 

: AIRPORT | 
Vide : *y, Greg Rinehardt is a Junior in 

a oe Civil Engineering from Mon- 
Rm. » ticello, Wisconsin. Since he 

ro v. is a licensed pilot, the sub- 

: Net = | ject of runways is rather im- 
oo eC portant to him. Greg lives . 

4 “2 SCSin *Turner House and has 
2 ( << worked for the Green 

« "es County Highway Department. 

By GREG RINEHARDT, CIE3 

‘ 

HE tremendous increase in pose for which the soil-cement sur- Water has a dual purpose, it 

T air traffic in the past years face is intended. The percentages lubricates the soil particles so that 

has brought about the devel- of cement, soil, and water, and they can be compacted, and it is 

opment of a relatively new engi- also the density to which the soil- necessary for the hydration of the 

neering field—the design and con- — cement mixture is to be com- cement. . 

struction of airports and landing pacted are determined by various Soil—Practically any type of soil 

facilities. | tests. can be used for soil-cement. The 

One of the new developments : 5 word soil is not used in its usual 
which has been brought about by Material for Soil-Cement sense. ‘The definition: of :soil isa 

this demand for airports is the use The only materials required for well-graded aggregate of weath- 

of soil-cement for airport runways. soil-cement are portland cement, eréd rockeswliich a8 capable of sup- 

Because of their economy, ease of water, and soil. porting plant life. In the case of . 

conshuchon, and strength, the use Portland Cement—Any type of — soil-cement, soil refers to almost 
of soil-cement: runways has in- cement which complies with the any mixture of gravel, sand, silt, 
creased: greatly. latest ASTM (American Society and clay. Even waste materials 

for Testing and Materials), such as cinders, caliche, and shale 

WHAT SOIL-CEMENT IS AASHO (American Association of | may be used. In cases were ag- 

Soilecement. is a highly com- State Highway Officials), or fed- gregate base courses of gravel or 

pacted mixture of soil, portland eral specifications can be used. some other material were first used 

cement, and water, The addition Water—The only requirements and proved unsatisfactory, the 

of cement greatly stabilizes the for the water used in soil-cement — base-course material can be sal- 

soil, which makes it capable of sup- are that it be relatively clean and vaged by using it as the “soil” for 

porting a greater bearing force and free from harmful amounts of al- a soil-cement mixture. This old 

more resistant to water and other kalies, acids, and organic materials. flexible base-course material forms 

deteriorating agents. Water which is pure enough to very good soil-cement. 

The percentages of soil, portland drink is suitable, but even sea 

cement, and water vary with such water has been used with  satis- Types of Soil-Cement 

factors as the type of soil used, factory results when fresh water There are three principal types 

type of cement used, and the pur- was not available of soil-cement: 
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Sioux City Municipal Airport—a modern facility constructed with soil-cement 

Cement-Modfied Soil—This is pacted. Hereafter, the term. soil- In some areas, such as farmlands 
an unhardened mixture of cement cement will refer to compacted with rich, black soil, the A-horizon 
and soil. Cement and water are soil-cement. might be unsuitable for soil-cement 
added to the soil in amounts which because it contains large amounts 

| will change the properties of the EFFECTS OF SOIL PROFILES of organic matter. The presence of 
soil a desired amount, but will not AND SOIL TYPES this organic matter might make the 
result in a rigid material. Chem- Wh idetine ih f use of native soils economically un- 

ical and physical properties of the : on vesid a i @ use'o aL reasonable because of the high ce- 
soil are thus improved by the ad- ve Orr resigual souls fiily sol ment content necessary for hard- 
dition of cement. The cement in- Cement, one must carefully con- ening of such soils. In these cases, 
creases the bearing capacity of the sider the soil type present and the use of borrow soils might be 
soil and reduces its plasticity and What part of the soil horizon will more economical. 

water holding capacity. be used. The soil profes and 2 The B and C-horizons are bet- 
Plastic Soil-Cement—Plastic soil- types are important factors when ter suited for soil-cement; however, 

cement is a mixture of cement, soil, “etermining the amount of cement the content of the C-horizon may 
and water which at the time of and water necessary to get the best very greatly, and this would make 
placing contains sufficient water possible results. it necessary to vary the amount of 
and cement to produce a consist- Soil Profiles cement used in the mixture. 

ency about the same as plastering A soil fle j ‘tical cross It has been found that a_ soil 
mortar, It hardens to a rigid sur- / _ 80h Oh © a a vertical CrOss- formed from similar parent rock 
face, and its principal use is to section of the soil na certain area and qmder similiar conditions will 
pave steep or confined areas. which shows the transition of the have the same soil profile wherever 
Compacted Soil-Cement—Com- soil from unweathered bedrock to it is found; therefore, the same 

pacted  soil-cement is the most the plant bearing soil at the su amount of cement will be neces- 
| commonly used type. It contains face. The soil profile is usually di- sary for a  soil-cement mixture. 

enough cement to produce a hard- _ vided into three horizons (see Fig. A good soil map (available for most 
ened surface, and sufficient water 1); however, not all three horizons areas from USDA) is extremely 
to hydrate the cement and allow — are always present in a particular helpful in determining soil profiles 
the mixture to be easily com- soil profile. and soil types for a certain area. 
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Pee Ua Wena yo Organic Soils—As mentioned be- Soil Sampling—Getting accurate ‘ 
re he es _ Cee : Ni fore, organic soil is usually unsuit- soil samples is of the utmost im- 

oe ee os pe en Bt able for soil-cement because of the portance. If the sample obtained 

pal Tien een "4 large amount of cement required is not a true representation of the 
oe 2 ak Oo sas for hardening. Borrow soil is soil which will be used in the soil- 
iy a BS St usually used in areas were this cement, all the tests performed on 
ayes x aes ~ type of soil is predominate. the sample will be worthless and 4 
Tiny (Pate tea MRR anu tee taes will give misleading results. These 
Fae 0 ee nes, TESTS FOR SOILS AND results will cause problems when 
— A aes ¥ cs bs ao SOIL-CEMENT MIXTURES contruction begins. 

i 7 4 AY park caag re * For an effective and efficient i 75 pound sample is lasually a 

%. ae sind rae fy cs soil-cement, various tests should be su cient quantity for laboratory 

a> A \ wR Ek et «Tee performed. The objective of these tests. If the sample is to be taken ; 
MAY 8 oe ae tests is to determine: from a runway subgrade which has 

v ‘yg Bees Bogs eer gest LH , land ceme been graded, it is usually taken by 
ae RS a i ae i babe «* > Mow: anueh. ‘portland, cement digging a trench from the center- 

sgh Rea ee in is needed to harden the soil . : 
oe sp wate adequately, line to the edge of the runway, 
and Wasa 1 y and to the same depth as the pro- 
Fig. 1—Shows A, B and C horizons 2. How much water should be posed soil cement base. When tak- ‘ 

of a soil profile (from Soil-Cement added. ing samples from a runway which 

Handbook) 3. To what density the soil- has not yet been graded, they are 
Soil Types cement should be compacted. psually taken at exposed cuts or 

r e surface with an auger. 
Soils can be roughly classified The number of tests required and A sample should be ‘ler so that 

into three broad divisions: their thoroughness vaty greatly only the soil horizon which is to be 
Sandy Soils—Sandy and_ grav- with the type of job. For a. Major processed is represented 

elly soils are best suited for soil- project, very thorough soil sam- ee ST - - 
ment wand require the least pling and identification tests would On small projects, where the 

amount of coment for hardening. be conducted, and detailed tests principal concern is finding an 
The anbunt of flew (pasa No.4 8 the soil-cement mixture | itself adequate, rather than minimum, 

sieve) contained in this type of would be carried out. In this mas cement content, a sample is often 
soil is a very important factor in jor project, it would be desirable taken of only the poorest soil on 

how well the soil conforms to: use to determine the minimum cement the site. The cement content found 
in soil-cement, If at least 55. per- content which could be used, for for this soil is used throughout. ‘ 

cent of the soil will pass a No. 4 the SaviNes due to the lower ce- Soil _Identification—The soil 
sieve. it is well suited for soil. Ment requirements would far out- empléé taken ara thén ide ° ified 

samy ., eae autedy dare . weigh the costs of the tests. But samples taken are then identi ee 
cements Sand soils ‘yeh lack the for a small project, the primary and the group or series to which 

Ta ea tee ag te cork concern would be to determine a they belong. are determined. There 

well. . suitable, but not necessarily mini- ave two principal systems of soil 
- . Ge lie Fe mum, cement content which could Classification the AASHO classifica- ‘ 

Silty and) Clayey Soils—These be used. The time and cost of the tion and the U.S. Department of 

on ean ee ae ne tests involved would not be com- — Agriculture classification. 
soil-cement; vever, they require mena . ems ee . . . 
more cement than sandy soils. It pensated by one need m The primary objectives of the 

is sometimes found that using bor- e amoun ment use 7 soil identification tests are the de- 
row soil would be more practical. The primary objectives of the termination of: 
In general, when these soils re- various tests performed on both L. Crain size . 
quire cement contents of 16 per- Soils and soil-cement mixtures will 9, Lia id li . 
cent or more, one should consider be discussed; however, a complete . rquic ame 
the construction costs of the na- detailed coverage of the proce- 8. Plastic limit 
ive soils as compared to those of dures involved is beyond the scope as “Oa 
ne soils and decide which is of this report. The Portland Ce- Accurate soil identification is ume 

more economical. Another unfavor- ment Association’s publication, portant because it cam be used to ' 
able characteristic of silty or clayey “Soil-Cement Laboratory Hand- determine the cement content me 
soils is that they can be extremely book”, thoroughly covers the de- quirements for a particular soil. 
hard to pulverize, .As a rule of tails and methods of soil-cement Soils of the same soil series and 

thumb, if it is possible to pulverize testing, and should be consulted horizons have heen ‘found to re 
a soil of this type, then the soil is for further information. quire the same cement content for 

suitable. for use in  soil-cement. . hardening wherever they are 
Construction with silty and clayey Preliminary Soil Tests found. Therefore, the engineer can 
soils is also more dependent on The primary soil work is identi- determine the cement content re- 
the weather, as large amounts of fying the soil type and collecting quired for a certain job from the 
moisture in these soils makes con- suitable samples for use in  soil- soil identification, and considerable 

struction difficult. cement mixture tests. laboratory testing can be avoided. 
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: Soil-Cement Mixture Tests MAJOR PROJECTS SMALL PROJECTS 
Project size has more influence Say 4 

on soil-cement mixture than it has Soi] Sampling 
on soil tests. The treatment of soil- \ ” 
cement mixture tests will be Seil Identification 
divided into those for large and . | x . f Selection of Cement Content small projects. Fig. 2 shows the 
outline of tests performed for both a MSs 
large and small projects. 1, Moisture-Density Test 1. Moisture-Density Test As stated, the primary objectives 2. Wet-Dry and Freeze-Thaw Test 2. Pick and Click Test 
of these tests are the determination 3+ Compressive Strength Test 

, of: Fig. 2—An outline of soil-cement tests by project size 
1. Proper cement content 

2. Proper moisture content 
3. Proper compaction density In addition, compressive-strength moisture-density test is performed, 

tests are usually made. A brief and positive results indicate that Cement content is determined by summary of the objective of each the choice of cement content was selecting a value from Table 1 for _ test is given. correct. Besides the moisture- 
, the given AASHO soil group. A 1. Moisture-density test—This is density test, there are two other sample = this fe ler oe used to determine the amount of simple tests made. 

is then subjected to the moisture water which should be added to “Dil? 456 Fite FARE cAnciecke density test. If the sample passes the mixture and the density to oc go test = his oT Se 
this test, the cement content which it should be compacted. The ° tang 8 Specimen anc’ jabbing chosen is verified correct. This pro- amount of water which should be with a sharp-pointed instrument 
cedure is used for both large and added is called the optimum mois- such as an ice pick, as illustrated in 
small projects. ture content. The density to which Kigure 3. Specimens that are Proper moisture content and the material should be compacted hardened satisfactorily and have a compaction density are then de- is known as the maximum density. Suitable cement content will Tesist 
termined by the tests which fol- If the test specimen passes the the penetration of the pick. To low. moisture-density test, the cement Pass this test, a specimen, which is 

; ; content chosen is verified correct, not over seven days old, should be 
Table ov peewee of and the values of cement content, penetrated only about one-eighth 

_ paren ee optimum moisture content, and to one-quarter of an inch when 
ARGS maximum density obtained are struck with considerable force. 
SOIL Per cent Per cent used in the field during construc- roman a GROUP by vol. by wg pga "agmsi 

A-l-a 5-7 345 2. Wetting and drying test— ‘a oe 
nee] oe 5-8 This test is used to determine —— _ = 
zs | whether the soil-cement mixture aaa ae a 
28) ges. “9 will soften when exposed to severe acon oot h p 
A3 8-12 7-11 moisture variation. m “alg ae ee 
A-4 8-12 7-12 3. Freezing and thawing test— scam cates oo mime 
Pa iecta ae This test shows how the soil- jij baer oe 
A-7 10-14 10-16 cement reacts to alternate freez- ee Bees: eee 
— = ing and thawing, and whether the a a o ont ae hy 

| L : cement has actually hardened the = Pe ae y arge Projects soil. ie ae ae ea 
As stated before, because of tl aS 4. Compressive-strength test— Fig. 3—The “Pick” Test economic importance of determin- This test j d , <a Weak. : a : is test is conducted by subject ing the minimum cement require- vthe test-speciniens to BORIDES: ce ye 1. . 

ments in large projects, the tests mgs f HES 1 d breaki y . 2. “Click” test—This test is 
are more numerous and detailed he thee. eo . 1 38 dave made by taking a specimen in each 
than for small projects. A cement ae ie 5 euli € bee to st ar a hand and striking them together 
content is taken from Table 1 and one resuits of this tes eae from about four inches apart. If a used for design purposes, but to : ; a the test samples are prepared. In letermine the rate of hardening the specimens are hardened satis- 
general, three principal tests are of tt » soil-ce t ~ factorily, they will click together 
then performed on them: On Me solecement, with a ringing or solid tone. Those 

1. Moisture-density test-AASHO Small Projects specimens which are not hardened, 
designation: T134 In small projects the primary will have a dull sound and will 

2. Wetting and drying test- concern is determing a satisfactory usually break after several clicks. 
AASHO designation; T135 cement content. As Fig. 2 shows, Although these tests seem rather 

3. Freezing and thawing  test- the procedure is to first select the vague, there is a distinct difference 
AASHO designation: T136 cement content from Table 1. The between satisfactorily hardened 
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and unsatisfactorily hardened soil- EG, oe ee eee : , 

cement, Even an inexperienced ci. PAE Oe Se nee eS - : 

tester can distinguish them and de- oy Se Ca ; “he as ole ip 

termine a safe cement content. F rl Pay g es — tn ji BE] a 
‘ Ran By fi Bee Di —~ at . ce 

fat Wy a a 
SOIL-CEMENT CONSTRUCTION f ee, gamer re oo eee 

j a al 2 \\) Bugg Cael : tne IF IBF / \ ale 
After we have carried out the 33 =f AR KO OG Lo OG cco 

various laboratory tests and have | (aS. ‘TES { a Meee Dae - : 
A a ai i te Bh Near 3 

determined the cement content, oo font ‘i ttle H lat oo 2 

optimum moisture content, and yy me wa ig oe si a ) ps 
\ 5 fo Fee Gc re 

maximum density, we have the re- | \ i . dean ee [ee my 

quired information to begin con- . ao a ha ;| foe a, ey pe ‘ a oe . 

struction. The principal use of soil- s 5 Ce 4 i, J Mi V9 a ee 

cement on airport runways is as a LS | ee 3 qm pee OS ae : nes ihe. — : fae A ii i ew Be LS ae 

base material; however, it is also 4 | See a cae ae gsr oe 

i Gf : ale Ne ae 
used extensively as a surface ma- . ee aE Pe! ai eee 

aiid oe , Tice ce TN NS pa ae 
terial for small runways, shoulders, ti! t 18 ri - A cs ee ey idee eae 

and taxiways. Construction proce- ee t | Perot Ks si lf i Satay be Pe acer 
z : 3 - Oe BOONES pO, Sieg AAG St te ie s 

dures will be discussed as applied ‘ ‘ ee 7d neal Shes ae AS ae : 

to the base material case because es ee ar oe oa Set caer 

is is the st freque 2 Pe ee NR On aR SS «ae ae 
this is the most frequent use. ray nl eee sue x te ce Bee ce ke 

‘ : ae Fig. 6—Windrow type traveling mixer (from PCA) 
: bps 

Bier 

6 ‘ 

: gts Rae Mixing. The simplest method of at the same time adds the required 

Eocene TR IR fn tree spreading the cement is by plac- amount of water to the mixture. 
eae nie We, H gees i g ly’ 

& od ¥ pig, 5 = ee oe VP pa . o ihe 2. Flat Type. (Fig. 8—Prelim- 

pale ee ae | ae 7 2 th way, eth b sh id inary pulverization is usually un- 
oe Ge z iP . mess spacing og . s . . 
oo dh ca h, in sel t hark hot 5 ou necessary with this type of mixer 

ENE. cig eh ee be at regu ar intervals both longi- — jecause it contains a high-speed 

Fig. 4—Grading a runway to crown and tudinally ane transversly with the pulverizing rotor. Therefore, the , 
grade after pulverization (from PCA) Pek ae a ea only initial preparation needed is 

of cement required. The bags are tg Shape the runway subgrade o shape the runway subgrade to 

Initial Preparation then dumped by hand so as to the esr grade and crown. The 

Initial preparation refers to the form uniform windrows amen = cement is spread in front of the 

i ich j runway. rag is the’ : F : 
construction work which is done soread i 728 : ee ‘iy to mixer either by hand or by me- 

prior to application of the cement. he canwa “The coment and soil chanical spreader. The machine 
The runway subgrade is graded are th ay: a1 a iti j or first pulverizes the soil, then dry ‘ 

to the required crown and _ slope a ae einer oe a ic mixes it with the cement, and 

as shown in Fig. 4. If the soil is i TOU v4 th r. te d . 7 sf finally adds the correct amount of 
, 7 SOW o spread the required amount o tar » remaini —— 

clayey or silty and will not readily — water with a distributor and im- ie vend ‘soi, and a aa 
mix with the cement when it is mediately mix the cement, soil. the earn ne ak anucen 

added, it is sometimes necessary and water thoroughly with rotary spreads the soi-cement unorm'y: 
to pulverize the soil. Soils which mixers. Send Fig ennes eA 

are difficult to pulverize when dry The above operations of spread- ot a Soe 

can be pulverized easier if they are ing the cement, adding water, and yan ena ee Te 

prewet. After the soil has been mixing the soil-cement mixture can Cee ee a 
pulverized, it is again graded to all be accomplished in one opera- 3 Ee Pee Pree ome 
crown and grade. tion with the use of traveling mix- ee ict ND ny Mira ine 

ing machines. The three types of ere wee ae ie tat ice ; 
Processing . + . Yea a 6 Fok OES traveling mixing machines are: ma AS CN a ete 

The next three basic steps i > ‘ i . ee Oe ee 
. ree! basic:steps jinrthe 1. Windrow Type (Fig. 6)— oe ae eee 

soil-eement construction are: ce- With this type of mixer, the soil Sree a bearer ie celta ot 

ment spreading, mixing, and com- . : A rs . . ~— 
* is first bladed into uniform win- Fi i ia Baws 

ake Tova ara « se eaneiind g. 5—Spreading cement in bags by 

paction. There are a great variety — drows with a blade grader. The hand (from PCA) 
of methods and equipment for ac- cement is then deposited uniformly 
complishing these three operations. over the top of the soil windrows 3. Multiple-Pass Rotary Mixer 

They range in_ simplicity from by a spreader (see Fig. 7) or by (Fig. 9)—This mixer, as the name 

hand methods to traveling trains hand. The mixing machine, which implies, differs from the preceding 

which perform all three operations travels along the windrows, mixes two in that several passes of the 

in one pass. the cement and soil thoroughly and mixer are required. The cement is 
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SE EL 

| oh. ' a a 

a aN Se oe ‘ oe 2% 

bn i. — oo oe . 
ee a. he . = ‘ Bt Fig. 7—Mechanical spreader for bulk i | ’ Al “oy ‘ ra ag ee igees 5 cement (from PCA) : — ee | ‘ify ee tae 

fe Bee: ot 4 we eo @ ok ee 

spread on the pulverized runway =<  .... .... ae ee on i é a es Cnn Meme by mechanical spreader or by [ee es or 
hand. The rotary mixer is then a. = = a oe 
passed over it to mix the cement oo a eo -.. So 
and soil. Water is then added by ee aaa ti—“(‘<O:;étr™sCSs~*”™ as 
a distributor or a spray bar on the ee ee - et. fe eg rotary mixer as it makes its next - i ©. 

‘ £ Pig COR MEAL ESE S DORON MO ee eee EE Reng pass. The water is added slowly . sic ~ : . and several passes are necessary Fig. 9—Multiple-pass rotary mixer (from PCA) 

before the water content is up to sueecsmemmesoens e * . ee Pe SS RL ee oe 2S? oS ae te ae optimum moisture. Several more eC on ek ie oie x 
passes are then made with the ro- ee ae 
tary mixer until the soil-cement is oo. se Te eg : Se 
thoroughly mixed to the full depth bs ee oo Pane . i eee eg : of processing. : we She ' 

. re TS es eV Fat «+ ‘ cdi b, ok a sy — 7: ye cos r 189 au | 1! Met ee Ss ft me oS aoa om A eesti ao ar! ae & & &2 
Eos ie " Lim wives en oe os $e et aon gs ee # “ 

Bae a oe ye nee Nirvelbli a cik neki. ew Be ee i a! oo n * * caer 2 Paths 

Fig. 8—Flat type traveling mixer -" eee Ee ek ee 
Sea ys se, oe ae Page curs eel a ye cae a Me 

ompaction CO a Th Rare en eeermaat s Ne  R e es ioe go 

When the soil, cement, and Fig. 10—Compaction with a sheepsfoot roller (from PCA) water have been mixed and spread 
uniformly over the runway, either - ; 
by the hand method or by travel- 2 : 
ing mixer, the soil-cement should t Zz. : 
be compacted to maximum density : a 
immediately. Compaction of most pip i, prey \ 
soil-cement is accomplished with eee vo eas 
sheepsfoot rollers such as the one _ . i eat oY << e : ry Mie cA 
shown in Fig. 10. Some soils re- oo ” wee “4 ob o 
quire special compaction equip- \ se Se . 
ment such as plate vibratory com- —— — ie”, Hs : I y: a : ° fy a pactors or heavy pneumatic-tired ere eg re oe bs s rollers. ee eo oe . j Oe ate i i a rae wy If the surface shows a graying Se eels oa saa cs : : ee reas eens og 3 ncitel appearance during compaction, ete a ‘ P 
water should be lightly applied. a me eae i (erie 

Finishing Oa ee 
Methods of finishing the soil- ee ee et : 

cement surface vary with the type Fig. 11—Steel-wheel roller (from PCA) 
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ae - ‘ A\ Ake 

stats : 5) eA & Shey, ig oy The Company’s first engine, the Wasp, took 

ae D Sats eee to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the 

ait GD rc Wea oe P ' Wasp set its first world record and went on 

oj wx & cr i ai: to smash existing records and set standards 

ees me ay 2 grit : i ., for both land and seaplanes for years to 

apiiliied i e PSY i cw e come, carrying airframes and pilots higher, 

s @ PAAe ie ue ~ farther, and faster than they had ever gone 
a i \/F i) ee before. 

sa Ae : ge. ee 

oe ° ae eS E ae 

Bre ae Ss : ae ee eo 

a i Pt eet aaa ve 

i. » SE 

se (ae oe i 2 = < <i 12 ue 

S . : ee SES i> ? 

; GP” La 2 oS ae eee ‘ 

“ a ce S eee : e a ee = one zee Se ‘ 4 

ME Srey ae : 2g In recent years, planes powered by Pratt 

\ AGO ne: ag & Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set 

d ee Se Gey ae yee As : new standards of performance in much the 

Coe a a same way as the Wasp had done in the 

: Jeu G ER ie atl | 1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of 

e p Ce a the new family of short-to-medium range 

mee ee od jetliners which are powered by the highly 

Be ee os Re os e o al successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of ‘ 

SEE aye Pe et current military utilizations are the J58- 

Be Caen LO ae powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently 

Te eee ie Gop Ss oe : Bie See mee. established four world aviation records and 

% Sees 2, a [ebb eee: the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variable- 

j ea ace Si ae é f o ee geometry fighter aircraft. 

od Sous ence : Lo Ce e : 

oa Toe Ga — 
{ai gOS oe ie 
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eg a 

— | 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL POPULATION VS YEARS ae 5 : 

" Lye aed | Ke Weve 4 j 

cee Po oO : s ‘ 5 
: oe QD + nail = P 

" fi ss a. 

ry . : rE g : ere Poa : ae al 

ais es | » (No dip in technical population ; Hee 
aa eae e for the last quarter o = 

é ; ‘ : = of a century) ea 

£ ; 

| 1938 ©1942, «1946 1950 1954 «19581962 1966 | 

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen 

at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers technology and fuel cells. 

ogee growth, Sone challenge, and lasting Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi- 

sta ee engineers and scientists are recog: bility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s 
feu dee the major reason for the Company’s con- programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll 

Inuedsuccess. find opportunities for professional growth further en- 

Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa- 

are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in: 

energy conversion for every environment... all opening MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL 

up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero- ENGINEERING « PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY ¢ METALLURGY 
space, marine and industrial power application. The e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR 

technical staff working on these programs, backed by APPLIED MECHANICS. 
Management's determination to provide the best and For further information concerning a career with Pratt 

most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement 

already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur- officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 

rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 

country’s future. The list of achievements amassed Connecticut 06108. 

by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the 

development of compact power plants, dating back to 

the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States speciatists IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS- 

the Company to obtain its current position of leader- TRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

SSSERY>, U 
KK \ = 

és. 24 Pratt &Whitney Aircraft ae 
eee CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

rs» FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportuntiy Employer, M & F 
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Soil-Cement Runways ee 
(Continued from page 23) 8 : . — a 

of job, soil characteristics, etc. The : oe oe Poe 
general procedure is to shape the oo a 
surface of the soil-cement with a og 
blade grader, and then lightly drag ; a ae oo eo 
it with a nail or broom drag. The oa | am os ee Se. Se 
dragging removes small ridges ee oe oe i. co So 
caused by compaction and shap- 4 “ee ge goods ile: ee " 5 : : tee a ey eG On ee ce name ee ing. The surface is then rolled with oo. " — L = — oF 
a_steel-wheel roller, then a light oe a we = rr rs——~SCS 
treatme nt of water is applied and Le Ay , ak a 
the surface is rolled to a smooth oe oo ae Be a §  agcl ee a Be : oe finish with a pneumatic-tired roller. ae a 2 

ering is ee 
After compaction and_ finishing, oe a [ . a oe ee ee 

the soil-cement should be allowed eas. 3 = — ae oo ee 
to cure. A moisture-retaining cover pe Ea AES mcomenmmeienttin — ica — 

is placed over the surface to re- Fig. 12—Pneumatic-tired roller (from PCA) 
tain the moisture needed for 

hydration of the cement. Materials 

such as waterproof paper, or moist 
straw and dirt can be used satis- . . eee C : . : * ; 2 ee factorily; however, today a film of : S a 8 « : . ‘ - Pe bituminous material is usually ; : 8 
sprayed on the surface as a mois- — 
ture-retaining cover. (see Fig. 13) a 
The runway surface should be mig = fas oo 
relatively clean and free of loose ee ‘ z* Se 
material when this bituminous ma- : ag) oe pa bt: : 

apial is : iG a i : ere terial is applied. ———e : an aay 8 ee 
Cracks will begin to appear in er ie a7 £3 et ees 

the soil-cement several days after : <a » an, . aa 4 an als ee i j ese ee ai 3 = — completion. These cracks indicate : 7 aden 3 * e , pes 
that the cement is hydrating and Berta Sr De se 
the soil-cement is hardening. “i Se a : a | a oe 

Bituminous Surface eet . 8 oe . . EE sr”rtrtr—“‘ER A bituminous surface layer 1s ee ; : Bs ea 

then applied to the soil-cement sur- a ee 
face as soon as possible, The type 3 oR ees ae 
and thickness of the surface layer | 
will vary with the traffic handled, Fig. 13—A distributor applying a bituminous surface coating (from PCA) 

but a 1% inch layer of plant mix 
is frequently used on runways 

which receive fairly heavy traffic. 

In general, thinner bituminous sur- » x 8 Mt ng S Su for airpo: acilities. Soil-cement “Soil-Cement Construction Handbook”. faces can be used on soil-cement OF @pOrt tac me Be > SEES ISS : Sees ree BA at a Published by the Portland Cement . bases than can be used on gran- because ob its strength, lease of cons Association. Sean 1956. pp. 7, 8. | ; struction, and low cost, will be nos ; cee a atSCS Sd SS. £ sol-Cemen ‘Or Irports . 1 ISHEC vy 
ular bases of the same thickness used extensively to meet the de- Soil-C t for Airport Published by 

. snISiv.ely the Portland Cement Association. 
USE OF IL mands of the future. | “Soil-Cement Laboratory Handbook”. 
Ne Gone END Published by the Portland Cement 

Association. Chicago, 1959. p. 8. 
aa . r P. ‘6 REFERENCES BE ot, ~: Sica + . The use of soil-cement for air- Soil-Cement  Stabilization—A Commit- 
ae wo . rews. 7. P. Concrete and Soil- tee Report”. Published by American dort runways is greatly expanding. Andrews, W. P. Ce: REDO». AMDNSHEG. DY 5 ae ever ere oe ; oe ad ee Cement Roads. London, Contractors Road Builder’s Association. Technical 

«ever Increasing demands Record Limited, 1960. p. 123 Bulletin No. 191, 19 7 . 5 . 4 5 ls De a ulletin No. 191, 1953. p. 7. 
both commercial and private avia- Sharp, H. O. Airport Engineering. New Soils Concrete and Bituminous Materials. 
tion will create a large future need York, Wiley and Sons, 1944. p. 104. London, 1946. p. 139. 
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The Rain in Maine is Plainl 

SNR _ t/T T A-1 D= _ SYS =t SYS, — 1 

* A;1 SNR, t,/Tsys. “Tsys = 

Attention to detail is an old and in this case we found ours in In space, on land or beneath the sea 

Bell System habit. Or maybe you call Cassiopeia A, a strong and stable —wherever we operate—we go into 

it thoroughness. Or follow-through. radio star that is always visible from things thoroughly. 
A Handedit int tin Andover. We measured the noise S ti k h 

acta WE 7 ah foekor ak Ing power from Cassiopeia A during dry oe cog mms he ihe wnen not 
le 2 recently — ue : as periods, and then measured the ‘o come in out of the rain. 

communications satallite and aut reduction duting raifiy periods.. The . * * 
pioneer ground station antenna result could be expressed as a You may well find a rewarding career 
at Bidover, Maliié formula and employed accurately in in the Bell System, where people 

, / designing future ground stations. find solutions to unusual problems. 

if ye cau soniN  soteroneeg cg He 7 The initial success of our Telstar® Bell System Companies are equal 
a ee Wit ecu d awe Pe 8 satellites proved the feasibility opportunity employers. Arrange 
of satellite groun ons. of communicating via space. for an on-campus interview 
The question was how. : through your Placement Office, or talk 

Well, you often have to take your a it ah AES es ee the to a local Bell System Company. 
laboratory tools where you find them eavens — to a whole new technology 

' which we are now busily 

exploring in every detail. 

2 (a) Bell System 
*The definitions and derivation, plus further information on satellite ——, American Telephone & Telegraph 

transmission degradation due to rainfall, may be found in the and Associated Companies 

Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. XLIV, No. 7, Sept., 1965, p. 1528, 

which is available in most scientific and engineering libraries. 
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The Numerically Controlled 

Drafti rafting Machine 

By JAMES I. PETERSEN, CIE3 

HE tee-square, triangle, and of references. The term “numerical Computer 
T scale, tools of the engineer control” is abbreviated “N/C” for The mind and memory of the 

and draftsman, have _ basi- convenience, since it is used  \/c drafting system is the com- 
cally remained unchanged through frequently. puter, It is linked to the drafting 
the centuries. So have the time con- machine by N/C. Geometric 
suming and complex rituals of the COMPONENTS OF THE NUMERI- shapes, equations, and instructions 
drafting process, Development. of CALLY CONTROLLED DRAFT- are fed into the computer as input. 
the numerically controlled drafting ING SYSTEM Computer output is in the form of ’ 
machine has changed this, placing The computer has brought many magnetic tape, punched paper or 
drafting | among the accomplish- changes to industry, taking an im- mylar tape, or punched cards 
ments of the computer age. portant part in production design, | which contain all the information 

This article is written to inform manufacturing, production control, necessary for making a drawing, 
interested engineers and draftsmen and quality control. Recently it has including auxiliary commands such 
about the numerically controlled entered the process of drafting as “pen down”. . 
drafting machine, its characteris- through numerical control. That is, ; , 
tics, method of operation, and uses. a system which regulates the action Numerical Control Director 
A brief look at the numerical draft- of one or more machines by auto- The director is the interpreter 
ing system as a whole is made, matic interpretation of instructions between computer and N/C draft- 
followed by a more detailed look which are expressed in the form of ing machine. It contains the neces- 
at the numerically controlled draft- numerals. Interpretation refers to sary electrical system and controls 
ing machine itself. the conversion from numerals to to convert computer output into a 

Source reference numbers such — distances, angles, and auxiliary form which will direct the N/C 
as “(3)”, appearing in the report, — commands such as “drawing pen drafting machine. It has a readout 
refer to sources itemized in the list up”. which gives the exact location of 

the pen by coordinates. 
Using a photoelectric tape 

reader, the director is able to ac- 
James Peterson is married and lives in cept and read computer punched 
McFarland. His home town is Kenosha, oe tapes up to the rate of 400 
Wisconsin. Jim, a Junior in Civil Engineer- | characters per minute. It may also 
ing (Structures), works part-time in the " ~_ accept as input, punched cards, 
engineering department of Oscar Mayer oO * - ry magnetic tape, or information 
Company here in Madison. He is a former i. : _ from its manual keyboard. Its out- 
cheerleader for our Fightin’ Badgers and i put is in the form of electrical im- 
served one season as Bucky Badger at ‘ 7 : pulses to the N/C drafting ma- 
football games. es chine. 

\ “aos Figure 1 pictures a director. 
i Note the coordinate readout at the 
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| a Figure 2 pictures a N/C draft- od 
La 7 aupabelecemt ing machine. 5 

ote BCouREELe. Principal Parts and Their Opera- 
— ee aus mo tion. The N/C drafting table is a 

oF ero we Oe Sar rigid structure, usually of alumi- 
_ : i num, ranging in size from 50 inches 

: Le | watt. Ae by 60 inches to 5 feet by 20 feet. 
rt cee 2 It may be designed to operate: 

| eee in only a horizontal position; in a 
8 teu ' only a vertical position; or adjusta- - = 
| ' ble from 0 degrees to 90 degrees 

oo 3 by an electric tilting device. The Fig. 2—N/C Drafting Machine (5) 
as “ = H type of table to be used depends 

i) s ie ! eee mn ee and ac turn travels on carriages along 
[oo oof aeres required. She most ac- — Jongitudinal rails (the X-coordinate 
bo * oe T curate N/C machines use horizon- ee GEA aa age Loe Re axis), Squareness is maintained 
be biG . tal only tables. ° ea Z 
8 : 4 we i by synchronization of the two 
fo Pee ae. % i ¢ The bottom two rows of Table 1 bridge carriages. 

2 ‘ 8 foe indicate > ¢ rer’s series . . . 
Poe >» ey pee Taiieieiaes 5. series Vertical or horizontal straight 
[ of N/C drafting system table types ines are produced by carriage 

8 and sizes. movement along either the X axis 
_ Floor to table top distance ad- i i 8 . = top distance a or the Y axis only, with pen down, 
_ justment ranges from about 37 Angular straight lines of curved 
_ inches to 46 inches. The plotting  Jines are produced by the pen 
_ _— surfaces can accommodate sheet or — when the turret and bridge car- 

| — mae ET Hed plotting materials. Some 5 : _ ee ZEEE rouled plotting materials. Some riages move simultaneously. 
— BaGBAA * tables are equipped with a vac- 

7 ee a= ea uum chuck to hold the medium ae aay 
flat. 

As indicated in Figure 3, the 
. , drawing head assembly consists of 
Fig. 1—N/C Director (3) the turret and turret carriage; the Y oxis 

bridge and bridge carriages; and 
| top; the manual keyboard in the feeatler e 5 

center; and the tape reader at the a : a 
The turret holds instruments : bottom. ; i Carriage WA Rails which make lines upon the draw- Bridges \“Turretcarrioge 

Numerically Controlled ing surface. A typical turret has six ae . 
Drafting Machine positions, holding any combination Hige 3~Drawing Head Assembly (7) 

> N nah ti wali i of pencils, diamond scriber, ink , a _ The N/C drafting machine is : ead and pens for several ink Drive power is furnished by 
similar in appearance to an auto- cartridges, and pens 1or'several 1 digital step motors which are 

matic drafting table mounted with colors and ling widths. The turret mounted on the carriages and ac- 
a track type manual drafting ma- 1s ae and ee instruments cept digital pulses from the di- 
shine is Q >) > > raised or lowere y tape com- . — “ chine. It is an appendage to the d. director ¢ Is pe al rector. Signals are transmitted to 
computer, just as the hand is to mand, director controls, or manua the carriages by sliding carriage 

> mi > N achine ddés movement. ee eae . anal the mind. The N/C machine does . . contacts and conductors which are 
as instructed by the director, ac- Movement is accomplished by mounted under bridge and rail 
curately and rapidly. Electrical im- carriages. The turret is mounted beams. Power is ‘transinitted 
pulses activate its drive motors. on the turret carriage. This car- through rack and pinion drives 
The result is a graphic display or riage travels along a bridge (the 
drawing in the conventional forms —__Y-coordinate axis) which spans the (3) See list of references, p. 40, for 
such as pencil on vellum. width of the table. The bridge in footnote source. 

Table 1. (4) Operating Characteristics 

1000.5, 1001 1002 | 1082-1 | 1032-2 | 1072 1075-1 1075-2 
- | | - [ [ | 

Speed 100 ipm | 150 ipm 240 ipm | 60 ipm 100 ipm 300 ipm 200 ipm 250 ipm 
Accuracy + £003 | = 005 = 005 + .001 + £0025 = .010 = .005 + .006 
Repeatability | +.001 + 002 + .002 | + £0005 + .0015 + .004 | + 002 = 003 
Resolution | -0005 -001 -002 -0002 .0004 002 | -001 -002 
Table Position | Horizontal | Horizontal | Horizontal | Horizontal | Horizontal | Electric Electric Electric 

| or Vertical | or Vertical | or Vertical Tilting | Tilting Tilting 
Table Size | 5’ x 5! 5! x 5! 5’ x 5! 4’ x5’ | 4’ x5! Box 5 | 5’ x 5! 5’ x 5! 

i to to to | to to to 
| 5’ x 20’ 5’ x 20’ 5’ x 20’ | | 5’ x 20’ 5' x 20’ 5’ x 20' 
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The racks are mounted on ma- other point, through the use of a The machine is also able to : 
chined bridge and rail surfaces. “floating zero”. Floating zero is a create mathematical models of 
Each of the three carriages ride on neutral state in which the machine —_ equations. Designers are thus given 
ball bearing rollers which fit into offers no resistance to manual visual proof of the accuracy of 
bridge and rail tracks. movement. An image of a cross- can be formed and compared. 

The bridge and rails are hollow hair is superimposed upon the their mathematical definitions. 
tube extrusions with internal cross drawing. The carriages are moved They are also abl eto see if an . 
ribs for stiffness and light weight. iintil the ‘Grosshair is centered. on equation gives them what they 
the table, rails, bridge, and car- the required reference point. Di- really want. 

riages are of the same material, rector coordinate readout and di- Another very important use is 
usually aluminum, to avoid differ- rectional buttons may also be used allowing designers to select the 

ent coefficients of expansion with te HOBO thE Sti _ a best possible design from a series 
their resulting problems and in- BM BED: ; of rapidly made drawings. By us- 
sees, An operator can also manually ine diffe alves fi ables 

. , . add left off lines, or change lines me crent Ya ves ae variat es 

Operating Cc haracteristics. Pen with the use of the director’s digital m equations, slightly different. lines 
speeds of up to 500 inches per readout and direction controls an be toned and compared. 
minute are possible. The desired Solid center and da hed lines ¢ __ Therefore it is possible to produce 
speed is prescribed by controls on . > 78 ee a series of drawings which differ 
the diector. Awouraey can: “be: to programmed on the tape or cards, from each other by related 

within = .0OL inches, while repeat- but may be altered at the director, amounts, 4 
ability, the ability. to repeatedly changing line widths, dash lengths, 

place the pen down on the same and dash spaces. Several tapes can : 
coordinate point, can be to within be combined to produce an assem- \ 

~ .0005 inches. Resolution, the bly drawing. That is, tapes of com- Yh. aa 

smallest. motion of the pen which — ponent parts, each in a different We SS ‘ 
can be programmed, is possible to scale, can be combined to make a AN ANN AS A 

~ .0002 inches. Table 1 gives the single composite drawing in one Ne SARS 

speed, accuracy, repeatability, and scale, ~ oes 

resolution of particular N/C draft- Fig. 4—N/C Drafting Machine 

ing systems, It is interesting to note Uses Drawing (4) 

that limits of accuracy, repeatabil- 4 S08 Acaifies dine Ae 

ity, and resolution increase as the be ee oe aoe ot Advantages 
speed increases, and vary from Ir fate fr : cli we eed ; 

model to model. N/C drafting sys- Crawings, trom preliminary Cesign Estimates made under actual 

tems are chosen on the basis. of and elevations to production draw- operating conditions indicate that 
specific needs. ae and templates. Any figure or drafting jobs are handled about 

Tapes can be programmed con- fas eae that man. Gan make can forty times faster than they are by 

taining three-dimensional informa- ahs mae ec by N/C_ drafting ma- manual drafting methods (8). 

tion. The machine operator may chines. Fig. 4 represents an. oe N/C machine drawings are more 
take hig choice of X-¥, X-Z, or ample of a drawing made by a accurate than manually made 
Y-Z views by using the proper di- N/C drafting machine. drawings. This is especially true on 

rector controls. Also, if a figure is The N/C drafting system can large size drawings which tend to 

symmetrical it is sometimes prac- also work in reverse. By replacing compound human errors and make 

tical to program only one half or the turret with a television optical accurate drawing of long parallel 

one quarter of the figure and have signal or an automatic curve fol- lines very hard. The machine’s ac- 

the operator use symmetry buttons lowing device, data from drawings, curacy, is dependable, i.e., it is a 

to direct the machine in drawing — graphs, and maps can be visually factor which is always present, but 

the full figure. read, or recorded on punched in a known quantity; whereas hu- 

: cards or tape, or magnetic tape. man accuracy varies greatly and is 
Output Medias This data can then be put into the — unpredictable. The N/C drafting 

The N/C drafting machine re- computer for storage and the machine eliminates the human 

quires no new drafting materials, tabulation of data displays. The error factor. Also, the machine’s 
for it uses all of the usual ones. process just described is called uniformity of line width, spacing, 
The turret can be fitted with wet digitizing. The digital reading sys- and density is superior to that of 
ink pens, ball point ink pens, tem which accomplishes this is man’s. 

graphite or plastic lead pencils, a called a Coordinate Digitizer. Because drawings can accurately 

diamond scriber, and routing heads The process of N/C is becoming be produced at a high rate of 

for template and pattern prepara- widely used in industry to direct speed, engineering department 

tion. Sheets or rolls of vellum, the cutter paths of machine tools. output can be increased with a 

cloth, mylar, and sensitized sheet These same tapes can be used to corresponding reduction in man- 

metal may be marked upon. direct the N/C drafting machine, hours and an increase in quality . 
| giving a graphic interpretation of of work. An added benefit here is 

Operating Techniques the cutter path. This enables vari- the speed with which quality 
The operator can position the fication of such tapes and saves originals can be made. Present 

pen to the starting position, or any machine tool time. (Continued on page 82) 
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nstruction by Liptt-ishtar - ol. 

iin RY CHURCHES ARE NOT, AS A RULE, EMBLAZONED 

, ON WITH THE NAMES OF THE BUILDERS. 
ae INSTEAD, THE ARCHITECT, THE CONTRACTOR, 

| SS AND THE CONGREGATION TAKE THEIR 
i PN (~~ SATISFACTION FROM THE COMPLETED { Lae i BUILDING. IT MUST HAVE BEEN THE SAME 

i 5,000 YEARS AGO — BUT WITH A DIFFERENCE. 
Qf \ HOW DO WE KNOW THIS._ BY THE CLAY 

ee iY, WALL PEG SHOWN HERE..... 0 DEY . 

| Ss wy =i mn ZS A 

a p 4G FF) fe | oe 
N “ a / ( rr = i= 

; i > k Fa fa : a se | EZ Sa \ Bf i “| ree 

ia Yeah IS pel. 
| J ni SS | gue \ Legs) ae aS 4 

ba N Ups , \ A Wi ry 
ee Ae ESA WX O-¥ | FA These pegs were embedded in the walls of an 

awry NY tee ee WA os Leite paas f Iraqian temple dedicated to the Gods Enlil and 
GEA 7 Gywe aN S15 Saini Zefa. Ninlil, built between 2102-2092 by Lipit-Ishtar, mae) (7 J) Aes EEN SA Me Ka eng Alig NGA hy WT 1 r King of the Isin Dynasty. To tell future genera- 

LIN yy iY ) am p Sh tions of his part in the construction, he inscribed 
\ \ \ iy) v f fy , or i his name and deeds on these pegs, then placed NN ie) A A L ye oe them in the walls. Centuries ago, the temple was 

LW i Py,” fait N ete just a memory. But the clay pegs are as good as 
/ ae A ae 7 “joe iw the day they were inscribed. 

Samad ( a Za 
rn ‘| isons) [I | PA CEA Proof again of the amazing permanence of clay. Al x x id . Gu: & SP y 

i re (| I / et 
ni Cas ~? - 4 wna a g" aD Dickey Perma-Line Clay Pipe is permanent, too. 

UN ~“4 1) | Ss 7 (il vZ Se ° It’s immune to the most corrosive wastes. It can- 
- yj, aX, alle (g¢ Ow not disintegrate. It’s exceptionally strong, too. 

- fl i We ye” \ Strength is built right in. Nothing can take it 
mT, f it \ é eS Ac I away. The pipe body is so dense, there is strength 

3 ae men 4 alll i ly to spare in all sizes, 4-inch through 36-inch diam- 
: oe Ae ‘ me , | Wy eters. The pipe is glazed, too. Makes it as smooth 

ps joe ~ ¥ ais | “T yi y yi as glass...self-scouring. And the patented Dickey 
LF is , y \ n WA aS . \ a“, Coupling on this pipe is made of the finest mate- 
a il by i i a [3 ——— rial...urethane. There’s no gamble with Dickey 

a WO . mm * —~ | Perma-Line Coupling Pipe. SR Nas ie A ~ pling Pig 
fl Os \\ a FEN IX \ | ies S & 
VN nN ekg (ow CN Se ~ caine Bij " 4 > es, wh 

a Al vege aS ghia SIR ey aS & 
~ i 1 A ls 

ia = —a'a4 || ma 

Bo Sa emo  UkdaloadNad 

ee) Dr Maen oe 
icke sanitary glazed clay pipe Meg Pe a ar se i a eh lee 2 + Sah ERS 

If it’s made of clay it’s good . .. if it's made by Dickey it’s better . Sg ee | ve Mee or 

W.S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. Birmingham, Alabama: Ft. Dodge, lowa + Kansas City, Missouri 

Meridian, Mississippi » St. Louis, Missouri » San Antonio, Texas - Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas 
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/90 N/C Drafting ‘ 
(Continued from page 30) ye PECEMBER 4, 1765 

, a drawing reproduction techniques 
y see (ammonia vapor, wet developer, 

& etc.) produce, at best, second rate 
x 178 reproducible prints (the inter- | 
x mediate prints known as “sepias” 
® (7 or “brown-lines”). Once a N/C 

tape is made, it can be used to 
x (70 make an almost endless number of 
K (66 identical drawings or patterns. To 
<f make mor ‘hav one original by 

hand for the sake of good prints 
< “ O- SKEWERS would be a tedious oti of ne 
< 1S8 ble time. | 
XN A- WO SKEWERS | 
z EX Other Advantages 

(6 Another advantage of the N/C 
drafting machine lies in print trans- r 
mission. Costly time delays result- 

17 18 19 29 21 22 23 24 25 26 ing from the shipment of prints 
by mail can be eliminated. This 

TUITE = I INATES can be done by having data from 

Fig. 5—Time-Temperature Histories of Baking Idaho Potatoes the original N/C drawing tape 
transmitted over teletype or data 
phone to a N/C drafting machine 

Cooking Although only six basic foods at the receiving end, which will 

(Continued from page 17) were considered in this report, make the drawing. . . 
there are many foods and combina- Large amounts of information 

be used. The skewers should be tions of foods where improved can be recalled, changed, or up- 

either plated copper or aluminum cooking methods (such as dated at will with a, Tun 
oF ae ze apne abe a amount of effort. This combination 

and of similar size as used in the — skewers) could be utilized. Very ‘ : . mee 

experiments. The reader, alone little research has been done in ot mony and the N/C drafting 
: - Co eee . machine is one of the system’s big- ; 

will have to make his own opinions this area. It is, therefore, up to the gest assets. Once a tape has been 

as to the tenderness of the meat. — individual to do his own experi- programmed it can always be used 

. mentation. Whether or not the re- _in the production of related draw- 
Cooking Baked Potatoes sults of the cooking experiments — ings. If changes are to be made, 

with Metal Skewers . : . 
would be successful, the experi- the old drawing can be run, leav- 

Here, as with beef, I suggest that ence could prove to be a delicious ing off the lines to be changed. 
skewers be used. Aluminum nails, one; New lines can then be added 

which are inexpensive, work ex- END  ¢ither manually with director con- 
tremely well. As with the beef, the trols or by new tape programming. 
reader will have to determine REFERENCES Existing views and scales can also 
which potato (with or without Bowers, J. Ry Goertz, CG. Ey and Fry, be altered to meet new require- 

skewers) tastes better. The J. L. “Effect of Cooking Methods and ments. 
skewers can be used whether the Skewers on Quality of Turkey Rolls.” 

potatoes are baked in an oven, Poultry Science, 44 (May, 1965), POTENTIAL SAVINGS 

Cie eee The N/C drafting system has an 
: aS rn Cover, Sylvia. “Effect of Metal Skewers enormous savings potential. Draft- 

on Cooking Time and Temperature of ing time can be cut to a small frac- 

Cooking Others Meats and Fish Beef.” Food Research, 6 (1941), tion of the SrEsenit time which 
Skewers can also be used with 233-238. manual drafting processes con- 

other meats. Pork roasts would Holman, J. P. Heat Transfer. New York: sume. Resulting savings are not 
cook faster with the use of metal McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1963. only in manhours. Increased speed 
skewers. The same skewers that Morgan, A. and Nelson P. “A Study of along with improved accuracy and 
are used in beef could be used Certain Factors Affecting Skrinkage quality means faster production de- 

with the pork. Large sausages and Speed in the Roasting of Meat.” sign, increased production, and im- 
would cook quicker with the use Journal of Home Economics, 18 proved product quality. 
of metal skewers. Application of (1926), 371-378+. N/C drafting systems are availa- 
skewers to other meats should cer- guar, Francis Weston and Zemansky, ble for under $20,000 (2), a cost 
tainly be considered. When baking Mark W. University PHYSICS. Mas- Which 1s justified when compared 
large pieces of fish, skewers would sachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publish- to the accomplishments and_sav- 

definitely speed the cooking time. ing Co., Inc., 1957. (Continued on page 40) 
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Stimulated by independent research and development? 

At Douglas, we have many independent research and development programs underway 
right now. (They’re just part of the activity at our extensive and exceptional Southern 
California facilities.) Many of our people publish, too. Or pursue advanced degrees at 
the many nearby Southland colleges and universities. There’s an exciting atmosphere 
at Douglas for any young engineer or scientist on his way up. Interested? Contact 
your placement office or send your resume to L. P. Kilgore, Box 702-X, Corporate 
Offices, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica, California. DOU (i L AS 

An equal opportunity employer 
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NUCLEAR FUEL PREPARATION decontaminated while inside pro- FROST IS FINGERPRINTED 

COSTS ARE REDUCED | i T octive cha rs Cé “ 1 sy» 
u Ke cham pers called glove Graphic “fingerprints” of water 4 

A New York firm has developed vacks . a ee ned . to. deep 1 al frost and of carbon dioxide “frost” 
a way to cut the cost of preparing at s tee ss mm ° ; ele ave have been obtained in recent meas- 
recycle fuel for nuclear reactors. OF Wa lat d nen nahine TO “bles urements at the NBS Institute for 

. accumulated, a machine assembles 4 
cycle ‘| is prepare re- : 2 Basic Standards. The work was un- 

Re cycle usd 8 DEED: ared by ie them into a fuel element frame. sic sean 2 eeOES Was Un 
covering fissionable materials from j dertaken to aid studies of the 

: ; .c Completed assemblies are stored . . 
fuels which have been used in a underwater until shipment Venus cloud cover, which may be 

reactor and combining them with ie sm™p ‘ composed of crystals of one or of ‘ 

fresh fuels. Assembling Mmuts: in. clear pools both of these substances. The Ad- 
of water is easier, more economical! ‘ scordi SGISHEBES 2 : : vanced Research Projects Agency 

coining {9 SS Bob- and as safe as assembling them of the Department of Defense and cook & Wilcox’s Nuclear Develop- with manipulators in_ heavily the Goddard Space Flicht Center 

ment Center in Lynchburg, Va., shielded “hot” rooms. This was es pace Fg y 

i Pars “a use recycle fuel will demonstrated recently at Lynch- 
ev ita tone te expanston of oe burg. Specialists utilized fuel (U WAVELENGTH 
power generation and could result 233) for the thorium cycle in the ez 3 4s 1020 

in spasaruatin of nuclear fuel demonstrations, but expect their i 

AUD UNSS: _— refabrication method will be _* Ste — 1 
Until now, costly shielding and equally applicable to the pluton- z H50 LIQUID ---~ 

remote operation to protect against ium cycle. Experiments on the use ye 
radiation has been needed when of plutonium fuels are being made Bae 
fabricating elements using recycle at Lynchburg. 3 
fuel. B&W has solved the protec- Nuclear scientists expect that all 56 
tion problem by stripping feed ma- reactors using plutonium or 

terial of bulk radioactivity, rapid thorium-uranium fuel will require S88 oe v0 
fuel rod fabriaction, and under- recycle fuel to decrease power WAVENUMBER (cm) 

water assembly of fuel bundles, costs and conserve fuel supplies. Fiz. 1Vifwved! specteal iellectance 

with a minimum of handling. Present power stations use cores of (2.5 to 22.2 microns) of water frost 
In the new method, fuel ma- enriched uranium which has not (solid ae re aes Point of 

terial is prepared quickly. The fue’ been recycled a resents nitrogen (—196°C) obtained in recent 
‘ 4 : is J rer ‘all . Wile 1 y ae e Tati i ec ae — _ne NBS experiments. Also shown (dotted 
rods are rapidly filled with fuel, radiation hazard during fabrica- line) is the reflectance of distilled water 
compacted, capped, inspected and tion. at room temperature. 
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, of the National Aeronautics and NOISE DATA -CARD SITE (NBS) 
Space Administration sponsored WIND DATA WASH, D.C. NAT'L. AIRPORT 
the research. FEB. II, 1959 

The fingerprints —clear patterns Noise LeveL SAMPLE READOUT $4 ~: of the light-reflecting and absorb- Sener WHAD LL it 
ing properties of the two types of \ \ ii) \ 

frost at wavelengths in the in- ; Lada Ag Me i 
frared spectra to be obtained from TD TP I! ar ey | 
Venus in future space probes. They 1900 je00__1700..’.1400._ 1500. 1400.._1300.._ BOO 106.” 1000 br 
may also aid in climatic studies NOISE POWER LEVEL : : 
of the planet. For example, it is \I 
not now known why the clouds lO.db 
surrounding Venus apparently re- 
main at the same _ temperature, WIND DIRECTION: CEES eee OL SS EEE 
both on the bright side of the cloud eee -EACEE EEE ried cee et Fe EES eS EGE PEEEEE 
cover reflecting the sun’s rays, and SSRE ACES at ah i [Neb ih fi a Jee sh Easel ctaalad as h 
on the dark side away from these HE HH, +A Pee | Ha i} Ae HT iH HET Hi Bei 
rays. held PE beeel OS EEL LTA EIS EEE EEE EEELTT TA leh EEE : 

To achieve accurate measure- ‘WIND SPEED) \ \ a | ‘ Wapecene sores \\ ww Vy 
ments, the investigators used a feat ay \ \ TPN i \ i } AV We vy 
special reflectance attachment on }25 KNOTSHS ppp hp tee ee by BEET Laie i: TULEH, 
a high-resolution spectrophoto- De TR i Sig Ooo TE A RE a AMR Ip A 
meter. The attachment excluded —_ — " ne ees ae ee 
the radiant energy emitted by the Fig. 1—Infrasonic noise data obtained locally by NBS over a period of nine hours 
specimens. The inclusion of such are compared with U. S. Weather Bureau wind data derived for the same period. 
emission, which only affects The comparison shows that noise power levels, obtained by a technique devised by 

the NBS staff, and wind velocities rise simultaneously. 

WAVELENGTH (1) 

wee——2 bs 0 20 atmospheric water vapor on a _ sults, he concludes that the planet's 
super-cooled base; (2) water at clouds are composed of ice crystals. 

na CARBON biOxIDE FROST room temperature—for comparison Water frost data obtained in the 
Feo Purposes; (3) carbon dioxide frost present study confirm Prof. 
g formed on a super-cooled base in a Strong’s laboratory findings, al- 

3 40 closed container of evaporating — though not in complete detail. The 
@ solid carbon dioxide; and (4) NBS measurements, however, on 

= crushed commercial “dry ice,” ie., both water frost and solid carbon 
8 solid carbon dioxide. dioxide were made over a much 

ae ee eI Te ee The method of specimen prep- larger infrared region than were 

Fig. 2—Infrared spectral reflectance nae aid not rule ra ons the Yene SGiung s measureinients. They 
of carbon dioxide frost obtained at NBS, tion of the water frost with the therefore supply a basis for more 
also at a temperature of —196°C. carbon dioxide frost, and vice — extended checks of the composi- 

versa; however, no common fea- tion of the Venus cloud cover in 

spectrophotometric measurements tures Were ine an the resulting future probes. 

in the infrared, would have dis- Specie: of ne drerefore types of 
torted experimental results. ‘at ihe som les seems wemeiaie WINDS ARE NOISY .. . 

Four types of specimens were in- ene. Moreover ‘the in the Inaudible Range 
vestigated: (1) frost collected from spectra of both the carbon dioxide A direct relation between high- 

frost and of the crushed dry ice velocity winds and infrasonic noise 
as 5 WAELENGTS Ht 6. were strikingly similar at all signif- in the atmosphere has been found 
a icant wavelengths. at the National Bureau of Stand- 
sol The study was carried out for ards Institute for Basic Standards. 

5 CRUSHED DRY ICE Prof. John D. Strong of the Johns In this work, the NBS acoustics 

woo Hopkins University’s astrophysics laboratory compared local wind 
z laboratory. Prof. Strong recently re- velocities measured by the U.S. 
40 ported on measurements of the Weather Bureau with infrasonic 

& spectral reflectance of Venus ob- noise measurements made at NBS 
aa tained across part of the infrared over the same time intervals. The 

4 from balloon-telescope flights in comparisons showed that large 
nee S00 atid wee 1964. He applied laboratory cor- changes in wind direction or peak 

rections for absorption by residual = wind gusts accompanied high in- 
of tidied ‘cae Shee reflectance water and carbon dioxide vapor in frasonic noise levels, thus indicat- 
perature of —78°C (the sublimation the upper atmosphere of Venus to ing noisy winds even in the in- 

temperature of carbon dioxide). these measurements. From the re- audible range. 
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ignated for future infrasonic ex- A 
— os perimental sites. The study also 

ye ae demonstrates the need for im- 
a fier proved wind filters on present in- 

4 - 7 frasonic instruments to eliminate 
' = a. wind noise when high winds do 

. Fl ee ~~ ye ae occur. 
so : ~~ s 

— a in CG a 
A — 

Se _ a POROUS GLASS PLATES EXTRACT 

2. 4 a WATER FROM GEMINI SPACE- 
5 a CRAFT FUEL CELLS 

- Water separator plates made of i 
] _ porous glass have played a key role 

i | A in the fuel cells aboard the Gemini 
. | - spacecraft. 

_ a Fuel cells aboard each space- 
: | craft combine hydrogen and ox- 

| a ygen to generate electricity. A by- 
7 A product of the chemical reaction 

> x is water—about a pint per kilo- 
= a watt-hour. Unless the water is re- 
ee _ moved, the cells will drown them- 

ee _ % 

> Bes a selves and cease to operate. 

q a “ay A unique porous glass, devel- 
b “A AN oped by Corning Glass Works, is 
, 7 : used to separate gas and water in 

‘ fuel cells made by the General 
q Electric Company for the Gemini 

program, 

Moisture-absorbing wicks collect 
4 the water formed on the oxygen 

4 side of the fuel cell and channel it 
q to the inside surface of the glass i 

water separator plates. The porous 
glass absorbs water rapidly from 

Porous glass water separator plates help keep the fuel cells functioning aboard the wicks. 
the Gemini spacecraft. The fuel cells generate electricity by combining hydrogen The water passes through the 
and oxygen. Unless the by-product water is removed, the cells will drown them- glass plates and is stored outside 
selves and cease to operate. A unique porous glass is used to separate gas and water the fuel cell. But the plat ill 

in the water collection system. e Tue ce 7 pu ne: plates ‘WL 
not permit oxygen to enter the 

These results are of particular INFRASONIC NOISE POWER LEVEL (NBS CARO SITE, 1960) water system. A positive pressure 
VS. i 24 is insi a ce ey S 

interest’ to” investigators studying HOURLY RECORDS OF MONTHLY differential inside the cell prevents 
os a : Wino VELOCITY (exTREMES, WASH. NAT'L AlRPORT) water from being re-absorbed and 

the origin and direction of travel : a oe. ran 210 a re-entering the cell. 
of low-frequency infrasonic signals B 
as they are propagated through 3 | | - Each eal uses three named sep- 

; . 2 | an er ; 
the earth’s atmosphere. Such 50] | ‘ ee Tes denees Ys x 
signals, generated by natural phe- © ag | . V4 inches, 1 tate thic! ness is about 

; : = | Y4-inch. Pore size is approximately nomena like volcanoes and earth- ad ol i 
age g Mage 5, microns. 

quakes, are detected on sensitive 3 { 2 licati hi 
instruments located vast distances = * [* For other | to Me ae t 4 
away from the origin of the phe- 3" me 3 on ‘ porous ed can: DS oe ) . 8 | oon 2) | __emen ameecee AOS GEA 5 
nomena. Background noise, how- =o 6 % 30 40 50 in various Hat shapes or as tubing, 
ever, apparently caused by local wn CET INS and pore size can be varied from 
lis at be Ca : a li °y ‘ie . . Fig. 2—This diagram shows infrasonic about 1 to 200 microns. 
disturbances, sometimes distorts or noise power levels as a function of ex- 

interferes with the measurements tremes of wind velocities for several _ 7 - 
thus obtained. months. The numbers inside the circles 

The vnce cual 3 5 th: correspond to the months, and the ar- 
ens present study snows that rows show wind direction. Data inside 7 

this background noise is due to the dashed lines are associated with Fight BIRTH DEFECTS 
highvelocity winds in the vicinity velocities. The vertical lines encompass 
of the measurement equipment. minimum noise power levels and wind 
TGiCe: ARGS Haine a low rObi a region of poorly correlated data. Above 3 lence. arcas having low proba- 35 "fot however the date chow = OMS 
bility of high winds should be des- linear relationship. 
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Twenty-five hundred dollars 
in cash awards 

to engineer d 

metallurgy students. 

The Forging Industry Educational and Research Foundation announces a $2,500 award 

competition for the best paper on the subject “The Principal Technical Development Needed 

by the Forging Industry in the Next Decade.” First prize, $1,000, plus eight other awards 

totaling $1,500. 

Competition is open to senior and graduate engineering and metallurgy students. Length of the 

paper, 3,000 to 3,500 words. Deadline for completed paper: June 1, 1966. 

Winner and his faculty advisor will also receive an all-expense-paid trip to Colorado Springs, 

Colorado, where the award presentation will be made at the 1966 meeting of the Foundation. 

For full details fill in and mail the coupon or write: 

The President 

Forging Industry I 
e Address 

Educational 

and Research Scholl 

Foundation a oe 
55 Public Square e Cleveland, Ohio Faculty Advisor SSS _ 

For your immediate information, a new 16-millimeter sound and color film, TO BE FORGED, describes the 

forging process, design considerations and production methods . . . the applications and advantages of forged 

parts. Length 18 minutes. Made available by Forging Industry Association, this film is on loan free from 

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc. Check your telephone directory for the office nearest you. 
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grant. He was presented with the ‘ 
Q University’s William H. Kiekhofer 

} Award of $1,000 for excellence in 
C Pool teaching in 1964. Besides his 

W) teaching-research duties in me- 
if chanical engineering, he is also as- 

sistant director of the University- 
‘ f Industry Research Program, in 
SS charge of liaison for development 

Ea oat of closer relationships between in- 
A] SS dustry and the faculty in engineer- 
S Je ing and the physical sciences. 

FOUR $2,500 FELLOWSHIPS ARE 

ANNOUNCED BY AISC 

Four $2,500 research fellowships 
yp will be awarded this year by the 

American Institute of Steel Con- 
struction, national association of 
the structural steel fabricating in- 
dustry. The grants will be awarded 
to graduate civil engineering stu- 

ab i dents pursuing advanced degrees 
and who intend to undertake spe- 
cific research projects involving 
fabricated structural steel. 

JOE COLLINS GETS A+ IN SPEECH PROF. BOLLINGER WINS Announcement of the  availa- 

Joseph Collins, a senior in the PI TAU SIGMA GOLD MEDAL bility of the fellowships was made 

Department of Mechanical Engi- A young faculty member of the a Albert oa Jr Chairman, 

neering at the University of Wis- University of Wisconsin College of a E oe Gf the 
consin, won first place in the Amer- Engineering at Madison has re- ushtute; ane ‘president of As 10} 

; : ‘ Wilson Structural Co., Inc., Cam- 
ican Society of Mechanical Engi- ceived the 1965 Pi Tau Sigma Gold bridge, Mass. > > 
neers” speech contest held during Medal Avard of the pimerican So- ae axe coniouamdly exploring | 
the 1965 Winter Annual Meeting ciety 0 echanical Engineers. ways to improve our product 

of the Society, Early in the year, Prof. John G. Bollinger of the — through research and technology,” 
Mr. Collins won the local contest University’s department of me- Mr. Wilson said. “This program 
staged by the campus student chanical engineering received the represents one way of encourag- 
chapter of ASME and went on to award at the annual fall-winter ing young graduate engineering 
win the semi-finals at the Mid- meeting of the national society students to set their fertile minds 
western Regional Contest held at held in Chicago. The annual award on new ideas which may be of | 
St. Cloud, Minnesota, in April, recognizes an outstanding young benefit not only to our own in- 
1965. At the national finals held mechanical engineer. dustry but to the whole construc- 

mh Ta Mallon “ri the send rfenionat ont, Rech ll and carrie! rs WwW Ss z 3 %s ‘ S a 

speech on fe topic, “Electrolytic ane piegentey 3b Exok Bolliger free to publish the results of the 
Machining—The Fundamentals” this year. Last August he received esearch projects,” he pointed out. 
Mr Collins was : instrumental iy tiie 1069 Donald F, Beletian 2vvabd To be eligible for the fellowship 
starting as ail slectroek smi al of the American Automatic Con- awards applicants must be cur- 
ae h, Sanat et a ae he trol Council for outstanding con- rently enrolled as seniors in an un- 

Univcaee oF Winennat, cath of terbaeins ex thie Hele) Gt SnroaaaHS dergraduate civil engineering pro- 

his prize-winning speech centered conn by @ Peem winter a0 Sram OF have been graduated with 
around the machine being built yeats of age: # degree in civil engmeerng. 
here, and the rest of the discourse Bollinger joined the Wisconsin a zacition, fellowships wil be 
was a general, overall view of what engineering faculty in 1961 when ps sat hot a ass = ‘ ee 
can be done with this new process. he received his Ph.D. degree from Pp ome Sante o Teseare projec 2 

— a ° the University. He received his Undergraduate performance, and 
Mr. Collins came to The Uni- y . . the recommendation of college 

jareitey of Wieennel . , bachelor’s degree in mechanical ve © : & 
versity of Wisconsin from the Il- at ii do Wi oan authorities. The AISC Committee 
linois Institute of Technology in TET and Us zona ~ a a0 for Education plans to select the 

September, 1962 and will complete 2 ane Aus master's egree trom award winners but reserves the 

his work for the BS degree in Jan- Cornell University in 1958. right to delegate the choice to an 
uary, 1966. He is married and lives He studied at the Technical Uni- impartial jury comprised of engi- 
with his wife and infant son at versity of Aachen in Germany dur- neers or educators not connected 

2541 Fairfield Place, Madison. ing 1962-63 under a Fulbright — with AISC. 
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, UW TO HAVE ELECTRON MICRO- use of Argonne facilities and those the accelerator will be maintained 
SCOPE LABORATORY of other laboratories. Argonne Na- at a very high vacuum (10> torr, 

A two-year experimental pro- tional Laboratory is operated by or less than one seven-trillionth of 
gram that is basic to the design of The University of Chicago for the atmospheric pressure). The elec- 
possibly the world’s most powerful U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. trostatic analyzer will deflect the 

electron microscope has been in- The scientists in Madison will electron beam with a highly stabi- 
) itiated by The University of Wis- build an experimental million-volt lized voltage so that its energy can 

consin in cooperation with Argonne electrostatic electron accelerator, a be precisely measured and con- 
National Laboratory and As-  high-vacuum beam tube, and an _ trolled. 
sociated Midwest Universities electrostatic analyzer for control- Two University of Wisconsin 
(AMU). ling the energy of the beam and scientists will work full time on 

The research will be conducted measuring its stability. With this the project, which will be guided 
at the Wisconsin campus in Mad- apparatus they will obtain informa- by Dr. Raymond G. Herb, Profes- 
ison as part of a joint electron tion on achieving a well-focused — sor of Physics. The scientists are 
microscope project sponsored by — beam of high-energy electrons of | John M. Donhowe, an expert in 
AMU and Argonne. The aim of this nearly the same energy. This in- the mathematical analysis of ac- 
project is to construct at the formation is vital to electron micro- celerator beams and in the experi- 
Argonne site southwest of Chicago scope design because the quality of mental measurement and _ control 
a radically new type of electron the electron beam determines the of beam voltages, and Earl Meyers, 

; microscope laboratory. This instal- quality of the magnified image. a specialist in high vacuum tech- 
lation may consist of several dif- The University of Wisconsin in- niques. Professor Max Carbon, 
ferent types of electron micro- vestigation will be carried out in Chairman of the Nuclear Engi- 
scopes all operated with the same the Nuclear Engineering Depart- neering Department at Wisconsin, 
power supply, an electron ac- ment laboratories of the Engineer- will provide administrative super- 
celerator in the one-to-five-million- ing Experiment Station in Madison. vision of the project. 
volt range. The accelerator and analyzer will Investigations leading to the de- 
AMU is a non-profit corporation be installed in Building T-23 on — velopment of a Midwest electron 

of 32 major universities and re- the Engineering Campus. The — microscope laboratory at Argonne 
search institutions organized for electron beam generator will be began two and one-half years ago 
promoting research and education housed in a stainless steel tank after the project was suggested by 
in all branches of science and to about 214 feet in diameter and 5 Dr. William R. Marshall, Associate 
develop programs involving the feet in length. A beam tube from (Continued on page 40) 

; casting also helps to make parts stronger. 

Metal components tolerate loads better 

if they are designed to distribute stresses 

efficiently. Sharp corners or other abrupt 

sectional changes tend to restrict the 

uniform distribution of these stresses. 

The corner thus becomes a logical site 

Ee of fatigue failure. In a casting, it is a sim- 

ple matter to round out corners, blend 

. sections and taper connecting members 

One of the outsta nd | Ng adva ntages to achieve a design which will distribute 

. stresses. 

of Malleable | ron Castings The illustration shows how stresses ‘‘set 

up” at sharp corners. A much smoother 

Casting is the simplest and most direct would be prohibitively expensive to pro- transfer of stresses was achieved when 
way of creating form and shape with metal. duce by any method other than casting. this part was switched to a Malleable 
Casting offers almost unlimited freedom By using the casting process for economy, casting (shown on the right). 
to the designer. A cast design is not re- i 

stricted by sizes or shapes of mill stock, VV diehe oS diy, 

accessibility of tools, withdrawal allow- ae — a a 
; TERED “EN a o> ances for dies, or other limitations. “e WTP Pe. — a) 

Complex shapes, interior cavities, and ‘ee nS AS Ss) 
Sreamined ee which wn has ‘teal > ere ntti eee - | ag \ . > 
difficult or impossible to create with other > Bie <— «© 
methods, ae abe with a casting. and Malleable iron for strength and ducti- (feel esseseceend bo 

For instance, consider the complexity lity, these clamps combine service and / | f 

ofcreating the dozens of teeth, lugs, holes value. . 

and collars on this pipe repair clamp. It The design freedom made possible by 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY - UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 CUnoens soctt™ 
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ay How to Become a Professional En- N/C Drafting Machine ‘ 

Or our gineer, 2/e, has been completely revised . . | 
and updated to reflect the thinking of (Continued from page 32) 
and experience sought by all state boards ings which: the system is capable 

of examiners in licensing professional 
engineers. The book provides scope, of. . . 

ersona orientation, and direction for engineers The coming of N/C to drafting 
who seek registration, it brings together brings with it freedom for tech- { 

all information that the applicant can nical personnel, Engineers are 

“  e use to prepare his application record, freed from tedious drafting jobs. 

| ibrar and it explains the pitfalls he should They are able to concentrate 
y eee avoid when sitting for the written ex- “y ” 

amination. New material has been added their efforts on the process of 
to the appendix for those Canadian and engineering. 
foreign engineers who seek licensure in 
the United States. REFERENCES ‘ 

The Programmer's Fortran I and IV: A The book, replete with illustrative ma- L “Automatic Drafting and Plotting 
Complete Reference by Charles P. terial. provides vailous ShSGie ithe Units Produce Drawings from Digital 

Lecht, Director, Advanced Computer bi . i BE f dota neaminals “de . Information.” Iron and Steel Engineer, 

‘Techniques Corporation. 162 pages; pat; Ehart OF state! examination cates, Al (April, 1964), 166. 

Sta x Tl: McGraw-Hill; $7.95, Pub. State-by-state variations in qualification 9, The’ Gerber Scientific _ Instrument 
lication date: February, 1966. requirements and examination pro- Company. “Automatic Drafting on 

The Programmer's Fortran I and IV, wedures, te historical evolution, of ‘the Low-Cost Unit.” Iron Age, 193 (March 

a complete detailed reference source on engineers . licensing system and _the 12, 1964), 148. ; 
the FORTRAN IL and IV languages, is variations in examination emphasis from 3. The Gerber Scientific Instrument 

the only reference source incorporating EIT to the recognized eminence cate- Company. Comprehensive Automatic 
both languages in such a way as to de- gory. Interwoven with technical require- Drafting Systems/Series 600, 1964. 

fine cach independently and indicate ments for licensure is a clear and con- 4. The Gerber Scientific Instrument 
those characteristics which are different vincing presentation of the ethical at- Company. Comprehensive Automatic 

between them. In great detail, the author tributes that complement the professional Drafting Systems/Series 1000. 1964. 

shows clearly and completely the full engineer. 5. The Gerber Scientific Instrument 

extent, meaning, and limitation of each The chapter topics of How to Become Company. A Short Form Catalog of 

type of statement in FORTRAN II and Profesional Engineer are: Develop- Graphic Data Reduction, Film Reduc- 

FORTRAN IV. ‘The back iv orwanized  @ Professional: Engineer “are: Deve-op tion, and Plotting. 1964. 
ii a Siniplé, easily vead format whidk ing a Professional Career; Why Engi- 6. Hoydle. C. W. Desien by Numerical 
m tL SUD ICS easily reac orma which eine sgistrati . hat wo Professional Me oyc Se e esyg, Ye Hoss ca! 

makes the differences between the two neers Registration; What is : : Control. Technical Paper 581. ASTME 

FORTRAN languages easily discernible. Engineering; Summary of State Regis- Creative Manufacturing Seminars, 

Designed specifically as a working ref- tration Laws; Engineer-in-Training Pro- 1964. 

erence, the book contains examples gram; Requirements for Registration; 7. Johnson, W. B. “Automatic Drafting.” 

within the explanation of each FORT- What is Qualifying Experience; Criteria Tool and Manufacturing Engineering, 
RAN instruction, as well as in the glos- for Evaluating Experience; Writing up 51 (July, 1963), 47-49. , 

sary of terms (Appendix 1), and it is Your Experience Record; The Written 8. Wilson, Frank W. NUMERICAL 

arranged alphabetically to facilitate ref- Examination; How to Prepare for the CONTROL IN MANUFACTURING. 

erence. Statements within the FORT- Written Examination; What to Look for McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1963. 
RAN language which have never before in Refresher Courses; Multiple Registra- 

been described in such detail are in- tion; Eminence—Open Door to Registra- init 

crude. The book is an invaluable aid to tion; Oral Examination; The Engineer's 
all programmers, engineers, and scien- Sed 

vist whi are feniliat with the FORT- Seal. x. Campus News 

RAN language but have difficulty ap- The Appendix includes updated ad- (Continued from page 39) 
plying it to a specific programming dresses of state boards of examiners and 

task. addresses of their Canadian counter- Dean of the College of Engincer- 

In addition to the glossary, The Pro- parts; current lists of ECPD and New ing at Wisconsin. Work on the proj- 
grammer’s Fortran I and IV contains York State Board accredited engineer- ect was started at Argonne in the 

two other appendixes—FORTRAN ing schools; recommended _ reference . 

Built-in) Functions and Library Func- texts and special study aids; and samples summer of 1964 with Dr. Ernest 

tions, and FORTRAN Symbols with of experience records credited by boards D. Klema, Chairman of the De- 

Equivalent Codes. / ; of examiners. partment of Engineering Sciences 
Charles P. Lecht, founder of Ad- John D. Constance, P.E., has been at Northwestern University, serv- 

vanced Computer ‘Techniques, began his Aeaae uisenevann HEA lremeeuae: 4d ing as coordinator a 
career in the computer field as a. pro- preparing engineers for licensure in the ing as coordinator. : 

grammer for IBM. Later he joined the  Yatious states for over 20 years. He is The AMU-Argonne high voltage 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology — &ssociated with refresher courses and electron microscope laboratory, as 
Maine aljoritery as a tpebnics Staff ae O unis tetishes proposed, would be the first large 

ember, where he worked on the sys- SC é ase! ste eiresher enale artaley + 6 | 

tems design, analysis, and programming courses for these societies as well as for scale undertaking to be planned 

of the SAGE data reduction effort. He many industrial organizations. Constance, jointly from its earliest stages by a 

has taught at Purdue and Cooper Union, a recognized authority and guidance group of participating universities 

and he taught in IBM’s education pro- counselor in this field, has written many and Argonne. The installation 

ane at M.LT. Mr. Leche iis delivered articles and books on the subject. He is would be used primarily for bio- 

lectures on computer technology in the a graduate chemical engineer (New York : . eseeaagensra 
United States and Europe. University ) with many” vers of indus- logical, ‘and metallurgical research 

trial experience in design and operati and for electron microscope de- 
z 3 rial experience in design and operation. : 

How to Become a Professional Engineer, | . . velopment. Design and. construc- 
2/e, by John D. Constance, P. E., En- Further information on both of the ti ts of th mntire facili 
gineering Registration Consultant. 286 above books may be obtained from the ton costs of the entire Jacl ity, 

pages plus index; 37 _ illustrations; McGraw-Hill Book Information Service, which has not yet been formally 

5K x 8 McGraw-Hill: $7.50. Public 327 West 4lst Street, New York, New authorized, would be approxi- 
cation date: January, 1966. York 10036. mately $5,000,000. 
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Alli b an ison combustor. 
Or...in aircraft terminology: the new Allison Combustor Even greater advances are on the way—for turbojet and 
turns out four times the heat release of combustors in turbofan engines. With 30:1 thrust/weight ratios forecast. 

production engines. Yet a combustor for a 10,000 Ib. thrust | Shorter compressors. More efficient combustors. For lift or 
engine can be held in one hand. cruise engines. 

It's an Allison breakthrough in lightweight engine tech- Advanced lightweight technology is another demonstra- 

nology. Immediate application: Allison Lift engines. De- tion of Allison’s broad capabilities in research, engineer- 
signed to propel tomorrow’s jet aircraft straight up. ing, and production. Capabilities that help keep defense, 

So far, Allison Lift engines have attained thrust/weight | aerospace and nuclear projects on target.* 

ratios over four times those of production engines. : 
é < Zero defects ...a way of life at 

Other factors have contributed: Like new com- a ° ‘ 
pressor blades that raise pressure 50%. (EN 

Advanced turbine cooling techniques allow Kia 

higher inlet temperatures. Greater power. Lower ANSE 

blade temperatures. The Energy Conversion Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

*Want to know about opportunities here in the creative climate at Allison for the young, 
graduate engineer? Talk to our representative when he visits your campus. Or, send for 

our brochure describing the opportunities: Mr. R. C. Martz, Personnel Director, Allison 

Division, General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana. An equal opportunity employer. 
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LLOYD J. SEVERSON mme’36 § 

WITH USS IN PITTSBURGH 

Mr. Lloyd J. Severson has been Al . N 

appointed — Director—International umnil ews 

Raw Materials Investigations of 
United States Steel Corporation 
effective January 1, 1965, it was 

anounend today by Mr. Robert DR. C. R. ADLER APPOINTED - 
M. Lloyd, administrative vice- AT KODAK 

president—International, Mr, 

Severson will be based in Pitts- Dr. Charles R. Adler has been 
burgh, Pa. appointed manager of product THE . 

In his new responsibility, Mr. panes ier epee ed : spons y, NT. markets division of Eastman é 
Severson will investigate raw ma- Company, James M. Amold, gen- WISCONSIN 

terials sources throughout the eral manager of the division, has 

world, seeking new mineral depos- announced. 

its that warrant development. His Dr. Adler began his career with ENGINEER 
broad background in this field, the company in 1950 in the manu- 

much of it in foreign areas, ex- facturing experiments division at 

tends to 1936, when he was gradu- Kodak Park Works, Rochester, N.Y. APPRECIATES 
ated from the University of Wis- He became a senior development 

consin, He was associated with the engineer in 1955. ALUMNI NEWS 
U.S. Government’s. Foreign and Wt p oe ‘0. me Hs pele an 

Economic Administration from Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship at Mas- 
1942 through 1944 in connection sachusetts Institute of Technology, FROM FIRMS 
with stategic mineral supplies for where he received an M.S, degree 
World War IL. in management. 

Prior to assuming the presidency wes made : pone AND 
of Quebec Cartier in 1957, he was hai with Kodak fe a and a 
vice-president—mineral develop- sits, ofee ie medina cee INDIVIDUALS. 

ment of the Oliver Iron Mining management staff as an adminis- 4 
Division of U.S. Steel, with head- trative assistant. 

lomtedl of a es a ¥ A native of Illinois, Dr. Adler 
Tegace ce INvesneanonal NOE received a B.S, degree in chemical 
which discovered the present min- engineering from Oe Tlinnis last: PLEASE 

eral a of wae Cartier Min- tute of Technoloy and M.S. and 
ing Company and became _pres- Ph.D. degrees in Chemical Engi- 
ident of that company when it was neering from the University “of INCLUDE YEAR ) 
formed in 1957. Wisconsin. 

The development of these prop- He holds membership in Phi OF 

erties and the construction pro- Lambda Upsilon, chemical honor- 
gram at Quebec Cartier has been mi fraternity: Alpha or Sigma, 
one of the larger developments in Chemical professional _ fraternity; 
iron ore voiiting to be Somgleted and Sigma Xi, research honorary GRADUATION, ‘ 

in recent years. It involved the — fraternity. He is a member of the 
planning, scheduling and contract- American Institute z of Chemical MAJOR 
ing of a large deep-draft harbor, Engineers, the Society of Sloan f 

nearly 200 miles of railroad through Fellows, the Rochester Chamber of 
undeveloped country, and the es- Commerce, pnd the Rochester Sos AND 

tablishment of one of the world’s ley of Bhotograp me . Scientists 

largest. mining and_ concentrator pad. Pence. He e alto eee tae nse e ‘ oe ber of the board of directors for A GLOSSY 
operations. the Rochester area Council of 

Mr. Severson was active in the Churches. 

Canadian Institute of Mining and He has written articles on chem- PH OTO 
Metallurgical Engineers, the Cor- ical engineering and has received e | 
poration of Engineers of Quebec, two U.S. patents. 

and was a member of the Hon- Dr. Adler resides with his wife, IF POSSIBLE. 
orary Board of Governors of the Carol, and their three children, at 

Canadian Association for Retarded 170 Danbury Circle South, Brigh- 
Children. ton, N.Y. 
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: Vv an P. J. SCHMITZ, EE'56 
: yo SIGNETICS MANAGER 

‘ R. S. PERRY WILL MANAGE Patrick J ity atrick J. Scl ., 36, has bee 
ENGINEERING AT TUBE TURNS | hopstaemcing ange of 

V. E. HERZFELD VP OF UNIVAC Russell S. Perry has been named Signetics Corp., it was announced 
Four top Twin Cities executives manager of engineering for Tube here today by J. F. Riley, president 1 g g € y by Yet of the Sperry Rand Corporation’s Turns division of Chemetron Cor- of the Corning Glass Works inte- 

: UNIVAC Division received promo- poration, it is announced by John grated circuits subsidiary. 
tions last year in the company’s A. Henby, vice president of Schmitz comes to Signetics from 
Defense Systems and Data Proc- operations. the Centralab Division of Globe- 
essing Divisions. All four are newly Tube Turns is a major producer Union Corp., Milwaukee, where he 
created positions, ie welding fittings and flanges, bel- had been product manager - the 

Dr. VE. Hersfeld. was viamed lows expansion joints, other indus- past year. Earlier he had een 
as asnev vice president trial piping components and cus- — manufacturing manager of Con- 
A has b “ae tom forgings. tinental Device Corp., and opera- 
po a8 DEEN director of En- Perry joins Tube Turns after 15 tions manager of Transitron. 

Secrins for the Data Processing years with another major Louisville At the same time, Riley an- 
Division and was. elevated to the firm where he served as chief en- nounced that Donald Liddie has 
new post of vice president of En- gineer. been named manufacturing serv- 
gineering for the division. He is a registered professional ice manager of the company. Mr. 

: Dr. Herzfeld, 1041 Douglas engineer in Kentucky and a mem- Liddie has served in several manu- 
Road, Mendota Heights, joined ber of the American Society of facturing and administrative posi- 
UNIVAC here in 1953 after receiv- Mechanical Engineers, American tions at Signetics and will now be 
ing his doctorate (1953) in Electri- Standards Association and the responsible for all manufacturing 
cal engineering from the Univer- American Petroleum Institute. support activities. 
sity of Wisconsin. He received Perry holds a Bachelor of Sci- Schmitz, a native of Milwaukee, 

‘ bachelor’s (1949) and master’s ence degree in Mechanical Engi- received his B.S.E.E. from the Uni- 
» (1951) degrees from the same uni- neering from the University of versity of Wisconsin in 1956, The 

versity. He is a native of Weyau- Wisconsin at Madison and has same year he joined Hughes Air- 
wega, Wis. studied at Indiana University and craft in Los Angeles and was gen- 

Dr. Hersfeld has served as a the University of Louisville. eral superintendent of diode and vy ip 
project engineer, supervising en- He is married to the former Sue transistor manufacturing in 1960 
gineer, department manager and — White of Peoria, Ill. They have two when he left to become manufac- 

y director of Commercial Engineer- children and live at 117 Pawnee turing manager of Continental De- 
ing with UNIVAC. Drive, Jeffersonville, Ind. vice Corp. 
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SAE 
READ ABOUT . 

ANS 
THESE AND OTHER 

IEEE 
UW ENGINEERING ORGANIZATIONS : 

ASME | 
IN FORTHCOMING ISSUES 

AIChE i 

Polygon Board 

Society correspondents are reminded to have schedules and news copy in 1 

month prior to desired publication date. 

) 

SE SY 4 

MAKE YOUR FREE TIME COUNT 

Applications are now being taken for trainees for most staff positions. Those stu- 

dents accepted will be in line for promotions as vacancies exist. This is considered 

excellent journalism experience and will be an asset to your record. ‘ 

To learn more about the opportunities, stop in or call our office, 333 Mechanical 

Engineering, Phone 262-3494. Office hours are 10:00 a.m.—1:00 p.m., Tuesdays and 

by appointment. : 
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5 5 Ten years ago we were making only a handful of relatively simple 
z semiconductor devices for a limited number of applications. 
2 Today, with highly advanced and exotic processes, we are pro- 
2 ducing hundreds of different and sophisticated semiconductors 
g — for thousands of applications. Our technicians can now control 
a material composition down to the molecules with precise regu- 
& lation of impurity levels—and on a daily production line basis. 

, =? This we call PERFORMANCE. 

8 Five years ago we produced semiconductor packages the size of 
a pencil eraser that replaced the big glass vacuum tubes in your 

radio. Today we’re making sophisticated semiconductors that per- 

form giant-sized tasks — yet fit on a soupspoon like grains of rice. 

} We call this MINIATURIZATION. 

Drop the old time vacuum tube and it would smash. Its parts 
wore out pretty regularly too. Shake it or shock it beyond rela- 
tively modest limits and you were in trouble. Now you can launch 
a space vehicle with thousands of semiconductor components to 
go all the way to the moon and back . . . and make it go back 

: around all over again. And a couple of times more after that. 

That's RELIABILITY. 

Shake ’em, shock ’em, squeeze ’em or freeze 'em—today’s elec- 
tronic devices have got to be able to take it . . . and perform. 
Motorola makes them as though they’re a matter of life or death. 

t Sometimes they are. 

TRUST THIS EMSIGNIA (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 

y 
MOTOROLA 
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iversity | The college graduate’s initial exposure to the 

world of business is often less than exhilarating. 

j a The reason? A great many companies require the 

__ _. recent graduate to serve a long-term apprentice- 

ee e : ship in a role that offers little or no opportunity t 

ie _ to demonstrate personal capabilities. That is not 

: o - _/ the way at Ford Motor Company. Our College 

. ey Graduate Program brings you into contact with 

. 7 many phases of business, encourages self-expression . 

V and helps you—and us—determine where your 

Larry Moore greatest potential lies. An important benefit of the 

B.M.E.. Univ. of Kansas Program is getting to know and work with some j 

of the most capable people in industry. One of many young men who 1 

believes he has gained tremendously from this exposure and experience is 

Larry Moore, a Product Design engineer. 

After receiving his B.M.E. in February, 1964, Larry joined our College 

Graduate Program and began work in brake design. Stimulating assign- 

ments followed in product evaluation and disc brake development. Later, ‘ 

he learned production techniques while supervising one phase of the 

Mustang assembly line operations. An assignment in our Truck Sales 

Promotion and Training Department added still another dimension to his 

experience. The “big picture” of product development was brought into 

focus for Larry when he became associated with Thunderbird Product 

Planning. From there he moved to the Special Vehicles Section . . . into 9 

the exciting world of high-performance cars! ‘ 

Currently, Larry Moore is on leave of absence, studying to acquire his 

M.B.A. degree at Michigan State. He feels—and rightly so—that we’re 

100 percent behind his desire to improve his educational background. 

Young men with talent, initiative and ambition can go far with Ford 

Motor Company. Think about it—and talk to our representative when + 

he next visits your campus. ‘ 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

. An equal opportunity employer ‘ 
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If you still think glass is ‘just glass y 

a 

A 

Y 

ask Woods Hole. 

} Now glass can do what metals can—and more. Much more. properties at missile speeds. Be a heat exchanger in a gas tur- 

Ask Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. bine engine. Save weight without sacrificing strength. Con- 

For years, the only way to get a sample of the ocean’s floor duct or insulate. Bend. Not bend. Break. Not break. Melt. 
s was to lower what they call a “bottom corer” on a wire and Not melt. Do whatever you want it to. It is the most versatile 

then laboriously haul it up again. Not any more. Now a basic engineering material. 

“Boomerang Corer”— made for Woods Hole by Benthos, Inc. For solutions to their problems, industry and government 

—is simply tossed overboard and allowed to plunge freely. are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the glass-master. 

{ When it slams into the ocean floor, it drives a sample of sedi- We are widely diversified, internationally based, and have 

ment into a hollow tube inside the corer. one of the most daring, expert and imaginative engineering 

The impact releases two glass spheres that can do what staffs. Plus, a marketing principle that concentrates on devel- 

most hollow metals can’t: withstand the tremendous pres- oping products only in areas where a need exists and no prod- 
sures at the bottom of the ocean. They tug the tube loose and uct does. 

float it to the surface. A flashing beacon inside one of the Young engineers seeking challenge, opportunity, and ad- 
spheres pinpoints its location for the waiting ship. vancement are invited to write to Career Development Man- 

. Today glass can be made to maintain constant electrical ager, Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

r 

; 
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If all the junior engineers who A bachelor friend of ours re- These days, too many beautiful 

sleep through the thermo lecture minds us that sometimes a girl can women are spoiling their attrac- r P & 
were placed end to end they would attract a man with her mind, but tiveness by using four-letter words . 

be more comfortable. it’s easier to attract him with what —like don’t and can’t and won't. 

eee she doesn’t mind. eae 

What makes people walk in their aoe Tourist Guide: “We abe: DOW 
sicep? passing the largest brewery in the 

Twin beds. The house guests were assem- United Starey 

bled with their hosts in the living CE: “Why! 
aoe * . a eR 

room after dinner, chatting pleas- : 

Federal aid is like giving your- antly, when the five-year-old The young Georgia miss came 

self a blood transfusion in your daughter of the host appeared to the hospital for a checkup. 

left arm, drawing from your right suddenly in the room, her clothes “Have you been X-Rayed?” 

arm and spilling 90 per cent of it dripping with water. She could asked the doctor. 

on the way across. scarcely articulate, so great was “Nope,” she. said, “but ah’ve been 

ea a her emotion, and her parents rose ultraviolated. f 
. . eae 

St. Peter was questioning them in consternation as she entered: A little bear . auniaie 

as he left them in. “You—you,” the little girl bab- 1 i‘ “h ear Went tripping 

St. Pete: “Who are you?” bled, pointing to the male of the throug) * the aes one ee 
me ‘i > sing a rea 

Stude: “A student from Minn.’ house guests, “You're the one who teddy.’ SmneMIes d ted re . 5 

Pete: “Enter my son.” left the seat up.” ede, em a ready secey, an 
Pata: @Whoare vou>” gently swaying her graceful body 

Stude: “A student from Ohio.” woo 8 in time with the tune. Suddenly { 

Pot »: “Enter my son.” , from behind a big tree came big, 
P fe: “wl my s¢ ae Ole and Olga had just been mar- hairy arms. 

Stade: “A etudert from Wis.” ried, and at the reception one of Some time later she continued 

Pete: “Sete see vour [88 avd » the guests said to Olga laughingly, — on her way singing, “I’m a ruined 

soe ee fe SEs “Olga, I think you have a little — bruin, I’m a ruined bruin.” 

eee Swede in you!” aa 8 > 

A fool and his money are soon Olga said in return, “Ya! Ole, he Many a go-getter is afterwards ‘ 
popular. yust couldn't vait!” sorry that he gotter. 

1 

4 
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, The box below permits a chemical engineer, just for kicks, to test himself for 

possible interest in our kind of problems. Bright M.E.s, E.E.s, and other engi- 

neers will pick up enough of the general idea to transpose the test to their own 

fields of competence. The next step would be to drop us a line about yourself 

and your ambitions. If mutuality of interest develops and if the mundane matter , 
, of compensation should come up, we feel that now and far into the foreseeable 

, future we can afford the best. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Business and Technical Personnel Dept. 

Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

| An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex. 

We can react diketene and tert.-butyl alcohol to tert.-butyl with a trace of acid catalyst drives off first (CH),C ~CHy 
acetoacetate [CH,;COCH,COOC(CH:;).] by methods and then COy, leaving CH,COCH,R. With the cheaper 

: that bring the price down to $3.50 a pound—about one- acetoacetate esters for making ketones, there is no such 
sixth the prevailing research-quantity price—with the usual neat cleavage. There the ethyl or methyl group has to be 
prospect for a substantial further plunge as volume de- hydrolyzed off, and if R happens to be hydrolysis-sensitive 

velops. A plunge to reach the price level of methyl aceto- itself, poof goes the yield. This same readiness of a-alkyl- 
acetate and ethyl acetoacetate, two currently large-vol- ated tert.-butyl acetoacetic esters to split out isobutylene 
ume acetoacetic esters of ours, is unlikely. The tert.-butyl and then decarboxylate opens up promising routes also to 

i ester, however, has an advantage over the other two. When carboxylic acids, pyrroles, pyrazalones, uracils, and cou- 

alkylated to CH;COCHRCOOC(CH)3, mere heating — marins. 

Now assume we have large supplies of diketene and tert.-butyl alcohol, as indeed we do. 

The problem: multiply their combined economic value to many times the sum of their separate values. 
,
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SIX G-E J93 ENGINES push USAF XB-70 to MACH 3. 
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JACK WADDEY, Auburn U., 1965, translates PAUL HENRY is assigned to design and analysis ANDY O'KEEFE, Villanova U., BSEE, 1965, Manu- 

customer requirements into aircraft elec- of compressor components for G.E.’s Large facturing Training Program, works on fabrica- 

trical systems on a _ Technical Marketing Jet Engine Dept. He holds a BSME from the tions for large jet engines at LJED, Evendale, f 
Program assignment at Specialty Control Dept. University of Cincinnati, 1964. Ohio. 

A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC 

= . ’ 
Achieving Thrust for Mach 3 : 

When the North American Aviation XB-70 established a mile- in jet power since the beginning of propellerless flight has 

stone by achieving Mach 3 flight, it was powered by six made us one of the world’s leading suppliers of these prime 

General Electric J93 jet engines. That flight was the high movers. This is typical of the fast-paced technical challenge 

point of two decades of G-E leadership in jet power that you'll find in any of G.E.’s 120 decentralized product opera- 

began when America’s first jet plane was flown in 1942. In tions. To define your career interest at General Electric, . 

addition to the 30,000-pound thrust J93's, the XB-70 carries a talk with your placement officer, or write us now. Section 4 

unique, 240-kva electrical system that supplies all on-board 699-16, Schenectady, N.Y. 12305. An Equal Opportunity Em- 
power needs—designed by G-E engineers. The challenge of ployer. 
advanced flight propulsion promises even more opportunity 
at G.E. GETF39 engines will help the new USAF C-5A fly more Progress /s Our Most Important Product 
payload than any other aircraft in the world; the Mach 3 
GE4/J5 is designed to deliver 50,000-pound thrust for a U.S. 
Supersonic Transport (SST). General Electric’s involvement G = N E R A L E LE CT R | C 1 
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